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1.

INTRODUCTION

In an effort to determine the needs for cybersecurity threat information (CTI) sharing in the
Healthcare and Public Healthcare sector (“the Sector”), the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) awarded a grant to Harris Health System (“CTI Sharing Grant”). The CTI Sharing
Grant is HHS’ first step in selecting a strategy that will enable organizations to collaborate in the
information sharing process within the private sector and between the private sector and government.
The CTI Sharing Grant comprised two (2) objectives:
•

Objective I
The first objective was to gain an understanding of the Sector’s CTI needs and gaps, including
obtaining input from members of each of the healthcare sub-sectors. Those sub-sectors include:

•

–

Direct Patient Care

–

Health Plan and Payers

–

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood

–

Medical Materials

–

Mortuary Care

–

Health Information Technology

Objective II
The second objective of this award was to increase organizational capacity and develop a strategy
to expand cybersecurity threat information sharing in the Sector.

The objectives of the CTI Sharing Grant compliments HHS’ effort in facilitating the President’s
Executive Order (EO) 13691 - Promoting Private Sector Cybersecurity Information Sharing. EO
13691 establishes an alternative model for exchanging of information through the creation of
Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations (ISOA) as a non-governmental organization. This
Executive Order promotes the need to share actionable cybersecurity information across a variety of
sectors, whether private or public, that organizations could use regardless of the industry in which
they serve. This cybersecurity information shared amongst the sectors will enable participating
organizations to take the proactive measures needed to counter emerging threats.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1.

Scope of Study

The scope of this study entailed gathering survey data from various U.S. organizations that comprise
the Healthcare and Public Health (HPH) sector. The goal of this study was to assess the present gaps
in CTI sharing methods, as perceived by the HPH sector. More specifically, Harris Health System
sought to identify the particular CTI sharing needs of the sub-sectors comprising the HPH sector,
based on organization size. Once identified, Harris Health System solicited additional feedback from
the HPH sector regarding potential solutions to their identified gaps and sharing needs.

2.2.

Collection Method

Harris Health System decided that an electronic survey would be the most effective method for
gathering information pertaining to the two objectives of this project, given the national scope, time
limitations, resources and ease of generating reportable metrics. The survey was created using
Google Forms, due to the ease of online hosting, construction flexibility, and low cost. An inevitable
limitation of using this survey was the risk that respondents, who would likely be Information
Security personnel, would be suspicious of emailed links and use of common online tools (i.e. Google
Forms), because they are sometimes used as phishing vectors. This potential issue was considered
during the survey design. Harris Health System attempted to address this issue by creating a redirect
from the Harris Health System homepage that pointed to the survey. Additionally, respondents were
provided with the option of omitting any identifiable information from the survey. A combination of
multiple choice, scale, and yes/no questions were used to depending on the depth of information
needed. Most questions included a free-form text option to allow for further depth and variance in
user responses and to solicit unanticipated perspectives.

2.3.

Distribution Method

Harris Health System used a combination of methods to distribute the survey to members of the HPH
sector. This combination of methods entailed directly reaching out to known contacts in the HPH
sector via email and social media. Since the majority of the direct contacts represented organizations
that had a working relationship with Harris Health System, they were mostly located in the state of
Texas. To overcome this limitation, partnerships were established with industry vendors and
associations who acted as “multipliers” and distributed the survey link(s) to HPH sector members
throughout the country, on behalf of Harris Health System. Harris Health System also sought and
developed additional contacts by attending national level Health Care and Cyber Security events,
including ISAO Standards Organization public meetings. Further, Harris Health System worked with
healthcare IT-focused media outlets to publish online articles and podcasts that explained the goal of
the study, emphasized its importance, and included a direct link to the survey for participation.

2.4.

Analysis

Several questions in the survey asked respondents to identify key demographic information such as:
state, subsector, staff size, and annual patient volume. These metrics were correlated with feedback
on sharing gaps and solutions in order to discover and analyze trends that were unique to HPH
members of a particular sub-sector, size, reporting structure, etc. Free form responses were
normalized into narrow categories in a manner that allowed for the creation of reportable metrics,
while preserving the original context and meaning of the response.
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3.

OBJECTIVE I

Various organizations were surveyed in order to identify current cybersecurity information sharing
gaps in the Healthcare and Public Health sectors. A total of 69 responses were provided during the
period of December 1, 2015 through March 25, 2016. The information gathered should help HHS to
better understand how sharing is being used by the Sector, and how it can be enhanced to better
counter cybersecurity threats as they are occur.
Aside from obtaining information pertaining to the respondent’s sub-sector, it was also important to
obtain information pertaining to the maturity of an organization’s information sharing based on
factors such as the size of the organization (whether determined by staff or patient/customer volume).
Collecting this type of information would help Harris Health System to understand if there are unique
information sharing gaps between larger and smaller entities.
In the survey, the organizations were asked to provide additional demographic information such as:
•

State in which they are based;

•

Size of Total Staff, to include contractors; and

•

Number of Patients Seen per year (on average).

Figure 1: Survey Responses by State
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Figure 1, shows that, of all of the respondents surveyed throughout the United States, Texas had the
most respondents (8), followed by California (7). Several other states tied at 5 (Illinois,
Massachusetts, and New York). Three (3) responses were received from respondents in New Jersey.
States with two (2) responses include Connecticut, Idaho, Maine, Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Tennessee. States with one (1) response include Arizona,
Delaware, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Virginia and the state of Washington. In total, 29 states are represented in the data.

Figure 2: Survey Respondents by Sub-Sector

Survey Respondents by Sub-Sector
3.4%
1.1%

Direct Patient Care
Health Plans and Payers

10.2%

5.7%
46.6%
9.1%

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories,
and Blood
Medical Materials
Mortuary Care

23.9%

Health Information Technology
Company
Other (ONLY Other/None of
Above)

Figure 2 shows that, of the seven (7) sub-sectors comprising the Sector, Direct Patient Care had the
largest representation in the survey (46.6%), followed by Health Plans and Payers (23.9%) and Health
Information Technology Company (10.2%). Additionally, 24.2% of respondents reported that they
represent multiple sub-sectors.
Organizations representing additional sub-sectors that were not included in the questionnaire are selfidentified as: Academic Medical Center; Research; Public Health; Medical Device Manufacturer;
Security Software Company; and Implantable Devices. Organizations self-identifying with Public
Health, Medical Device Manufacture, and Implantable Device sub-sectors did not identify any other
(provided) sub-sectors, instead choosing these unique ones exclusively.
The majority (57.6%) of respondents shown in Figure 2 represent companies with less than 10,000
staff members, and over 80% of the responses represent organizations with at least 1000 staff
members. The single biggest segment amongst respondents, however, is a staff size of 10,000+
(42.4% of total respondents). Where relevant, discussion of some survey results will be drilled down
into different categories.
Furthermore, the vast majority (74.2%) of the respondents shown in 2 serve, on average, 100,000+
patients/customers per year, and over 86.3% of the responses represent organizations serving at least
10,000 patients/customers per year.
Although the results from the survey demonstrated diversity in respondents, many of the
organizations stated very similar concerns, which are discussed in section 4 of this report.
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4.

CURRENT CYBER SECURITY THREATS IN THE SECTOR

Respondents were asked what they considered as the top cyber threat risks to their organizations.
This was an open-ended, free text question. Answers were categorized into 26 different threat types.
Table 1: TOP RISKS FOR ORGANIZATIONS shows that the top threats identified, across the entire
group, were: social engineering (17.6%); advanced persistent threats (APTs) (17.1%); and careless
insiders (14.7%). The remaining threats garnered far fewer votes, with malware (8.2%) and Denial of
Service (DoS) (5.9%) rounding out the top 5.
Table 1: TOP RISKS FOR ORGANIZATIONS
Threat

Percentage Totals

Social Engineering

17.6%

Advanced Persistent Threats

17.1%

Careless Insider

14.7%

Malware

8.2%

Denial of Service

5.9%

Cyber Crime

5.3%

Malicious Insiders

4.7%

Third Party Security

4.1%

Account Access Management

2.9%

Mobile Device Security

2.9%

Zero Day Vulnerabilities

2.4%

Outdated Technology

1.8%

Virus

1.8%

Active Log Monitoring

1.2%

Cloud Security

1.2%

Medical Device Security

1.2%

Secure Communications

1.2%

Unpatched Vulnerabilities

1.2%

Change Control Management

0.6%

Compromised User Credential

0.6%

Cross-Site Scripting

0.6%

Data Protection

0.6%

Financial Resources

0.6%

Internet of things

0.6%

Security Configuration Settings

0.6%

Vulnerability Management Resources

0.6%
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4.1.

Analysis of Top Threats by Staff Size

Segmenting by organization staff size, the results vary.
For the largest organizations, cybercrime is of marginally higher concern than malware. However, the
ranking of the other threats are consistent regardless of organization size (although DoS is pushed out
of the top 5. Additionally, social engineering is of disproportionately higher concern within this
group, compared to the overall group.
For all other organizations, the rankings are somewhat different. Careless insiders present the highest
concern (19.1%), followed by APTs (15.7%), social engineering (14.6%), malware (9%), and DoS
(6.7%). Generally speaking, the reason why careless insiders represent a threat to the company is
because they are not educated in regard as to how their actions may impact the security posture of
their organization. This implies a higher perceived lack of security awareness/training amongst the
smaller organizations' staff, when compared to larger organizations, which may be more mature in
this regard.

4.2.

Analysis of Top Threats by Patient/Customer Volume

Another way to segment this part of the results is based on the average number of patients/customers
served per year. Here, again, the results do shift very slightly—social engineering (18.0%), APTs
(17.2%), careless insiders (14.1%), malware (8.6%), and cybercrime (6.3%) represent the top 5 threats
for organizations serving 100,000+ patients/customers. Again, DoS is not represented in the top 5 for
these larger organizations. For organizations serving less than 100,000 patients/customers per year,
APTs, careless insiders, and social engineering are tied for first place (17.1% each), followed by DoS
(12.2%), and malicious insiders (9.8%).

4.3.

Analysis of Top Threats by Sub-sectors

•

Direct Patient Care: mirrored almost the same top 5 as the overall sector, careless insider
(18.2%), social engineering (18.2%), APTs (13.6%) malware (10%), but cybercrime, DoS, and
third party security tied fifth place (4.5%) each.

•

Health Plans and Payers: APTs were by far the largest concern for this sub-sector - higher,
even, than the overall sector (25.5%). Social engineering (23.5%), careless insider (13.7%),
malware (7.8%), and cybercrime (5.9%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: mirrored the same top 5 as the overall sector, but
in a slightly different order, APTs (22.7%), careless insider (13.6%), social engineering (13.6%),
denial of service (9.1%), malware (9.1%) and third party security also tied at (9.1%).

•

Medical Materials: social engineering (27.3%) and APTs (27.3%) were tied as the top threat,
and active log monitoring, careless insider, malware, third party security, and unpatched
vulnerabilities all tied at 9.1%.

•

Mortuary Care: this sub-sector indicated concern only with social engineering.

•

Health information Technology Company: there was a five-way tie for first place in this subsector, APTs, careless insider, DoS, malicious insider, and social engineering each with 14.3% of
the votes.

•

Public Health: this sub-sector respondent indicated active log monitoring, APTs, and financial
resources as top concerns.

•

Medical Device Manufacture: APTs, malicious insiders, and social engineering were the
indicated concerns for this sub-sector respondent.
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•

4.4.

Implantable Device: DoS and malware were the top concerns for this sub-sector respondent.

Social Engineering & Insider Threats

One of the reasons why social engineering is highly successful is because it often bypasses an
organization’s IT security measures. Social engineering is not a threat vector that can be completely
addressed through the use of technical security
measures. Instead, organizations must rely
heavily on employees to remain vigilant of such
• Healthcare's mission of saving lives,
attacks in order to decrease their chances of
its goal of sharing patient data in
falling victim to social engineering tactics. A
order to improve treatments, and its
common approach used by social engineers is to
largely
low
investment
in
target employees using a combination of both
cybersecurity makes it attractive to
voice and e-mail phishing campaigns that
social engineers.
contain malware.
• According to the 2015 Vormetric
Social engineers frequently get users to provide
Insider Threat Report, 92% of
sensitive information by tricking them into
healthcare
IT
decision-makers
clicking on malicious links/attachments. At this
reported that their organizations
point, employees have not only unknowingly
are either somewhat or more
provided the social engineer with sensitive
vulnerable to insider threats.
information, but the employee may have also
• According to the 2015 Vormetric
unknowingly exposed an organization’s
Insider Threat Report, 49% of their
underlying information systems to unauthorized
respondents felt very or extremely
users. This may be a cause of major concern to
vulnerable to insider threats.
organizational and patient safety, as well as
organizational and patient confidentiality.
• In a similar SpectorSoft report, 62%
of security professionals polled said
Social engineering was ranked highly as one of
insider incidents are up at their
the most common threats in the surveys,
organizations, and privileged users
followed by insider threats. The insider threat
are often the prime suspect.
figure may mean that organizations are
concerned that their employees often fall for social engineering tactics due lack of adequate training.
It could also represent concerns about internal users knowingly bypassing security controls for
malicious purposes.
When paired together, these two different types of threats pose a great risk to any organization. The
most effective way to combat social engineering is by educating employees on their role in
information security.
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4.5.

Advanced Persistent Threats (APT)

Advanced persistent threats ranked third highest amongst respondents in the list of most common IT
security threats, and it was the number one
cybersecurity concern for sub-sectors such as
Health Plan & Payers, Pharmaceuticals,
• On average, organizations have an
Laboratories, and Blood, Health Information and
advanced persistent threat (APT)
Technology, and Medical Device Manufacturers.
incident every 3 months.
Healthcare IT systems are a target rich
environment for advanced persistent threats
attacks targeting PHI (Personal Health
Information) and PII (Personal Identification
Information). One of the reasons why APTs are
introduced into the systems is due to the lack of
safeguards to counter these types of threats to
protect their organization’s IT systems.

•

According to a Ponemon survey,
63% of respondents said the
primary consequences of APTs and
zero-day attacks were IT downtime,

•

According to a Ponemon survey,
46% of their respondents agree that
the inability to provide services
creates a serious risks for patient
treatment.

• According to ISACA’s APT Report,
Of all the attacker categories, APTs leverage the
although 53.4% of businesses don’t
most sophisticated attack and malware
think APTs differ from conventional
obfuscation techniques, focusing on obtaining
system security risks, 63% noted
and maintaining persistent access to the target
that it is only a matter of time
network. Their malware often incorporates
before their organization falls victim
rootkits for persistent presence, encryption to
to an APT attack.
prevent reverse engineering, code geared toward
masking the presence of malware from the
system user, and frequently, zero-day vulnerabilities (vulnerabilities that were previously unknown or
undisclosed to the security community).

4.6.

Malware

Although relatively distant to the top three threats in terms of overall percentage points, malware was
ranked at number four. Malware was not listed as the number one threat for any of the sub-sectors, but
it often made the list of top-three threats.
One of the biggest reasons the health care industry is targeted is because cybercriminals find the
industry’s large amount of sensitive data to be highly valuable. In fact, on the black market, health
care data and information is worth more than 10 times the amount paid for credit card information.
Unlike credit card numbers, personal information and patient data can be easier to use for malicious
purposes such as identify fraud, financial fraud, and obtaining prescriptions for pharmaceuticals. It
also takes longer for patients and authorities to recognize this type of data was even stolen in the first
place.

4.7.

Denial of Service

The fifth ranked threat mentioned by respondents was Denial of Service (DoS). The organizations that
mentioned this type of threat as one of their top three threats were from the Direct Patient Care,
Mortuary Care, and Implantable Device sub-sectors.
In a DoS attack, an attacker has the goal of preventing a user(s) from accessing their own information
resources or external information resources. This type of attack can prevent patients outside a hospital
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from accessing its website, or keep doctors and clinical staff from being able to send and receive
internal email. DoS attacks often have no real purpose except to cause havoc.
DoS attacks are being increasingly directed at hospitals and other large institutions. While investing in
a secure IT network can mitigate some of the risks of these attacks, they may not stop them
completely.
Having an appropriate Incident Response plan in place will both decrease the effects of a DoS attack
on a hospital and keep patients’ data from being compromised. And this will allow your facility to get
back to its normal operations sooner, with fewer negative consequences.
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5.

INFORMATION SHARING GAP ANALYSIS IN THE SECTOR

5.1.

Gap Analysis

First, respondents were asked to address in their own words what they believe is missing in the Cyber
Threat information Sharing environment today. The immediate and obvious observation is that there
was variance in perceived gaps. The top two gaps were stale data and/or the information sharing
process being too slow (8.8%) and a need for a centralized portal (6.2%). Additionally, concerns over
false positives and/or inaccuracy, legal ramifications of sharing or lack of legal protections, and
confusion on how to include sharing in daily operations, all tied at (5.6%) for third place.
5.1.1. Top Gaps Analysis by Staff Size

When analyzing the gap data based on the respondents’ total staff size, the largest organizations had
the same number 1 perceived gap as the overall sector (9.6%). However, the larger organizations
were secondly most concerned by the legal ramifications and protections associated with information
sharing (7.0%). The third most common concern amongst larger organizations was confusion on how
integrate information sharing in day-to-day operations (7.0%), and the fourth most common concern
was with inaccurate information due to false positives (6.1%). Lastly, tied for fifth place, large
organizations perceived that there was low participation in cyber information sharing, both in general
and in the healthcare sector specifically (both at 5.3%).
Amongst smaller organizations, the number 1 concern overall was a lack of central distribution of
cyber threat information (11.1%), followed by a general perception that existing information sharing
solutions are too immature (8.9%). Third through fifth place for small organizations was tied between
integrating sharing capabilities with existing tools, prioritizing of sector/sub-sector relevant data,
automation in sharing, desire for anonymous sharing methods, and perceptions that information was
often to old/stale to be actionable (all at 6.7%).
5.1.2. Top Gaps Analysis by Sub Sector

•

Direct Patient Care: mirrored almost the same top 5 as the overall sector, stale information and
desire for a centralized portal/source tied for number one (both 7.7%); the third through fourth
slots were tied—concerns around false positives, confusion on integrating into operation process,
and the perception that existing solution are immature (all at 6.6%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: stale information was number one (8.5%), second and third were tied
between concerns about legal implications and desire for sector specific data prioritization (both
at 6.8%). Fourth and fifth was tied between current solution immaturity, confusion on how to
include sharing in day-to-day operations, perception of low sharing participation in general and
in healthcare, and concerns about staffing qualification/training for cyber-sharing (all at 5.1%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: primarily concerned with stale information
(18.8%); and second/third places were tied between legal protections/concerns and third desire
better integration into existing tools (12.5%). Fourth place and beyond was tied between large
numbers of concerns.

•

Medical Materials: had limited representation. The top concerns were with regard to the
accuracy of shared data—stale information and false positives (both at 25%).

•

Mortuary Care: only had only a single respondent and did not provide usable feedback on
cyber sharing gaps.

•

Health Information Technology Company: number one concern was the perception that
existing solutions were immature (13%), followed by a tie for second/third between stale
information and confusion on how to operationalize sharing efforts (both at 8.7%).
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•

5.2.

Public Health: had limited representation. The primary concern was with regard to the financial
limitations and costs of existing sharing solutions (28.6%).

Pain Points Analysis

Next, respondents were asked to select their top gaps or pain points with respect to the state of cyber
threat information sharing today. Error! Reference source not found. below shows that, for the total
group of respondents, staffing or talent was identified as the top concern (15.8%), followed by the
lack of a single authoritative source for cyber information sharing (14.8%). A lack of actionable
intelligence or information (14.4%) ranked third. The next two ranked gaps/pain points were at
11.0% and 10.5%,
for privacy concerns and information sensitivity/classifications, respectively. Of least concern to
respondents were group think (1.4%), too complicated (6.2%), lack of training or education in
responding to threats (8.1%), and budget or cost (8.6%).

Top Pain Points

Percentage Totals

Staffing or Talent

15.8%

No Single Authoritative Source

14.8%

Intelligence or Information is Not Actionable

14.4%

Privacy Concerns

11.0%

Information Sensitivity / Classifications

10.5%

Legal Liability

9.1%

Budget or Cost

8.6%

Lack of Training or Education in Responding to Threats

8.1%

Too Complicated

6.2%

Group Think

1.4%
Table 2: Pain Points

5.2.1. Top Pain Points Analysis by Staff size

When analyzing the top pain points based on the respondents’ total staff size, the largest organizations
by staff size had the same top 3 as the overall sector, but were most concerned by the lack of a single
authoritative source for cyber information sharing (18.4%), then by staffing or talent (16.1%), and
third by a lack of actionable intelligence or information (14.9%) - each with a higher percentage of the
total votes. Privacy concerns and information sensitivity/classifications, again like the overall sector,
round out this segment's top 5 (tied at 12.6%).
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Corresponding smaller organizations were most concerned by deficiencies in staffing or talent
(16.5%), then by lack of actionable intelligence or information (13.2%), and thirdly the lack of a
single authoritative source for cyber information sharing (12.4%). Lack of training and privacy
concerns both tied at (10.7%) to round out the top 5.

5.2.2. Top Pain Points Analysis by Patient/Customer Volume

When analyzing the top pain points based on the respondents’ total number of patients/customers
served per year, the largest organizations had the same top 3 as the overall sector, although each data
point had a higher percentage of the total votes, implying the top 3 (staffing or talent; no single
authoritative source; and intelligence or information not actionable) are even more important to these
organizations than the other data points were. Information sensitivity/classifications was also slightly
more important than privacy concerns for this segment, with these two occupying fourth and fifth
place, respectively. Smaller organizations by patients/customers served, however, perceived a lack of
actionable intelligence or information as the top pain point (13.8%). Tied for second place, at 12.1%
each, are perceptions of a lack of a single authoritative source for cyber information sharing, a lack of
staffing or talent, and the sense that cyber information sharing would be too complicated. Privacy
concerns and lack of training were the next most popular, tied at 10.3% each.
Due to "lack of training" and "staffing or talent" , it appears that organizations are unable to assign
sufficient people to cyber threat initiatives, or are unable to either locate new people with the right
skills or effectively develop the necessary skills in their existing people to the level that they have
confidence in their abilities. Perhaps it is not the existence of training that is an issue, but a lack of
quality training. Further, it is clear that there is dissatisfaction with having to manage multiple
sources of cyber threat information sharing, and also with the actual quality of the data being provided
in assisting with detection or prevention of incidents, which has already been indicated by the
respondents to be low.
5.2.3. Top Pain Points Analysis by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: this sub-sector had the same top 5 as the overall sector, but in a slightly
different order, no single authoritative source (16.9%), staffing or talent (16.2%), intelligence or
information not being actionable (14.6%), privacy concerns (10.8%), and information
sensitivity/classifications (10.8%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: this sub-sector had the same top 5 as the overall sector, but in a
slightly different order, staffing or talent (18.2%), no single authoritative source (16.7%),
intelligence or information not being actionable (15.2%), information sensitivity/classifications
(12.1%), and privacy concerns (12.1%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: this sub-sector had the same top 5 as the overall
sector, but in a slightly different order, no single authoritative source (17.2%), privacy concerns
(17.2%), staffing or talent (17.2%), intelligence or information not being actionable (10.3%), and
information sensitivity/classifications (10.3%).

•

Medical Materials: this sub-sector had almost the same top 5 as the overall sector, but was
equally concerned about budget or cost (12%) and privacy concerns (12%). The other top
concerns for this sub-sector were intelligence or information is not actionable (16.0%), staffing
or talent (16%), no single authoritative source (12%), and information sensitivity/classifications
(12%).

•

Mortuary Care: this sub-sector placed equal concern over no single authoritative source, budget
or cost, and intelligence or information not being actionable.
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•

Health Information Technology Company: this sub-sector did not believe that privacy
concerns and no single authoritative source were as important as the overall sector (8.8% and
5.9% respectively). Instead, the top five for this group were staffing or talent (17.6%),
intelligence or information not being actionable (11.8%), too complicated (11.8%), information
sensitivity/classifications (11.8%), legal liability (11.8%), and lack of training (11.8%).

•

Public Health: this sub-sector respondent reported staffing or talent, budget or cost, and lack of
training as its top 3 causes of gaps or pain points.

•

Medical Device Manufacture: for this respondent, no single authoritative source, intelligence or
information not being actionable, and too complicated were the top concerns.

•

Implantable Device: no single authoritative source, legal liability, and lack of training were the
top gaps/pain points for this sub-sector respondent

5.3.

Current Use of CTI in Healthcare and Public Health

When asked about the source of cyber threat information sharing, Figure 3 shows that the most
popular response was open source or free feeds (15.2%), followed closely by membership only nongovernment ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.) (15.2%) and government
(HHS, DHS, FDA, etc.) (14.9%). The least used sources were cyber threat information sharing
products (SaaS, on premise, hybrid) (4.6%), commercial or third party service providers (5.9%), and
internal sources or methods (8.3%). Use of commercial or paid feeds was also low, at 9.2%. This
implies potential price sensitivity within the respondent group, but also the desire to use multiple
sources for better coverage: 27.4% reported also using public newsletters and news reports.
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Figure 3: Current CTI Technology in Use
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5.3.1. CTI Use by Staff Size

When analyzing CTI use based on the respondents’ total staff size, open source or free feeds fell from
the most popular in the overall sector to the third most popular option (13.1%), tied with news reports,
amongst the largest organizations. Most popular amongst the largest organizations was membership
only non-government ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.) (17.5%), followed
closely by government (HHS, DHS, FDA, etc.) (15.3%). Smaller organizations, on the other hand,
exhibited the strongest preference for open source or free feeds (17.0%) - implying either that they are
price sensitive, or that they want to leverage multiple sources to improve coverage, or both.
Government (14.5%) and news sources (14.5%) were tied for second most popular.

5.3.2. CTI Use by Patient/Customer Volume

When analyzing CTI use based on the respondents’ total number of patients/customers served per
year, the largest organizations placed membership only non-government sources ahead of all others
(16.3%), followed by government sources (14.2%), and commercial or paid feeds, open source or free
feeds, and news reports all tied for third place (13.7%). This implies that the largest organizations
appear to be less price sensitive and more concerned with using more reputable sources to protect
themselves. Smaller organizations by patients/customers served, had the same top 3 as organizations
by staff size, albeit in a slightly different order: open source or free feeds (20.3%); government
(17.4%); and news reports (14.5%).
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5.3.3. CTI Use by Sub-Sector

•

Direct Patient Care: open source or free feeds were the most popular option (15.9%), followed
by membership only non-government ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.)
tied with government (HHS, DHS, FDA, etc.) at 15.3% each. The bottom three mirrored those
of the overall sector.

•

Health Plans and Payers: membership only non-government ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships
(NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.) was the most popular choice at (15.9%), followed by news reports
at 15.0%. The next most popular source was open source or free feeds with 14.0%. The bottom
three mirrored those of the overall sector.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: news reports (15.1%) was the most popular
choice, Membership only non-government ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST,
etc.), government, and open source or free feeds had a three-way tie for second at(13.2%) ,
finally the fifth most used source was commercial or paid feeds at (11.3%).

•

Medical Materials: publicly subscribed newsletters and news reports were most popular tied
with 17.9% of the votes each. Commercial or paid feeds, open source or free feeds, cyber threat
information sharing product, and internal sources or methods were all tied with 10.7%. The
bottom three were government (HHS, DHS, FDA, etc.), membership only non-government
ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.), and commercial or third party service
provider equally at (7.1 %)

•

Mortuary Care: this sub-sector placed equal importance on membership only non-government
ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.), government (HHS, DHS, FDA, etc.)
and publicly subscribed newsletters.

•

Health Information Technology Company: government (HHS, DHS, FDA, etc.) was the most
popular option with 16.3% of the votes, followed by membership only non-government ISAC's,
ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.), open source or free feeds, and internal sources
or methods all tied with 14.3% each. None or do not currently use (2%), cyber threat
information sharing product (SaaS, on-premise, hybrid) (4.1%), and commercial or third party
service provider (6.1%) were the least popular options.

•

Public Health: this sub-sector respondent indicated use of membership only non-government
ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.), government (HHS, DHS, FDA, etc.),
open source or free feeds, cyber threat information sharing product, and internal sources or
methods.

•

Medical Device Manufacture: this sub-sector respondent indicated use of membership only
non-government ISAC's, ISAO's, partnerships (NH-ISAC, HITRUST, etc.), government (HHS,
DHS, FDA, etc.), commercial or paid feeds, open source or free feeds, publicly subscribed
newsletters, news reports, and commercial 3rd party service provider.

•

Implantable Device: this sub-sector respondent indicated use of government (HHS, DHS, FDA,
etc.) and open source or free feeds only.

5.4.

Detection or Prevention of Incidents for Organizations Using CTI

Figure 4 shows that, for organizations leveraging cyber threat information sharing, the detection or
prevention of incidents, within the last 12 months, was universally low, with 43.9% of respondents
indicating just 1-10 incidents detected/prevented, and a significant 27.3% indicating that none were
detected/prevented (the next highest group). Rounding out the top 3 was “10-25" (10.6%).
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Figure 4: Detection or Prevention Rate of Cybersecurity Incidents
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5.4.1. Detection or Prevention by Staff size

For the largest organizations (by staff size), there was a large disparity: while 50% reported
detecting/preventing only 1-10 incidents, the next highest option was 100+ incidents (17.9%).
Smaller organizations' (by staff size) results were in line with that of the broader group, with 1-10
incidents representing 39.5% and none detected/prevented at 36.8%, followed by the 10-25 incidents
option at (13.2%). 100+ incidents detected/prevented was the lowest option amongst this group
(2.6%). Results for smaller organizations by patient/customer size were similar: 1-10 and 10-25
incidents detected/prevented were tied highest, followed by none detected/prevented.

5.4.2. Detection or Prevention by Patient/Customer Volume

Results for the largest organizations by patient/customer volume were similar in ranking with 1-10
incidents highest, but 100+ and none tied for second.
5.4.3. Detection or Prevention by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: this sub-sector's respondents who indicated that they use cyber threat
information sharing detected/prevented 1-10 incidents with the highest frequency (51.7%),
followed by 100+ (17.2%), and lastly none detected/prevented (13.8%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: this sub-sector's respondents who indicated that they use cyber threat
information sharing detected/prevented 1-10 incidents with the highest frequency (61.9%), %),
followed by none detected/prevented (14.3, and lastly 100+ (9.5%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: this sub-sector reported being particularly
effective with 100+ incidents detected/prevented being the most popular option (50.0%),
followed by 1-10 and none at (25.0%).
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•

Medical Materials: this sub-sector reported their highest with 1-10 at (40%), and equal
distribution between None or Currently Not In Use, 10-25, and 100+ incidents
detected/prevented options at (20%).

•

Mortuary Care: no responses from this sub-sector were counted because 100% of respondents
indicated that they do not use cyber threat information sharing.

•

Health Information Technology Company: this sub-sector reported 1-10 incidents
detected/prevented as the most commonly chosen option (37.5%), followed by none (25%), and
an equal split between 100+, 10-25, and 25-50 (12.5%).

•

Public Health: this respondent indicated 25-50 incidents detected/prevented.

•

Medical Device Manufacture: this respondent indicated 1-10 incidents detected/prevented.

•

Implantable Device: this respondent indicated that they do not use cyber threat information
sharing (but intend to within 12 months)

5.5.

Planned Use of CTI Technologies

The vast majority of respondents (77.27%) indicated current use of cyber threat information sharing,
with the remainder equally split (10.61% each) between no use and use planned within 12 months.
5.5.1. Planned use of CTI Tools by Staff Size

Segmenting the results by organization size, 78.5% of the largest (10,000+ staff size) organizations
indicated use of cyber threat information sharing, with a further 14.2% indicating intent to implement
within 12 months. With smaller organizations (less than 10,000 staff size), use was similarly high,
with 76.3% indicating use, but a significantly less 7.8% indicating intent to implement within 12
months.
5.5.2. Planned use of CTI Tools by Patient/Customer Volume

Analyzed another way, 79.5% of the organizations serving 100,000+ patients/customers indicated use
of cyber threat information sharing, with a further 8.1% indicating intent to implement within 12
months. 70.5% of smaller patient/customer base organizations use cyber threat information sharing,
and a significant 17.6% indicating intent to implement within 12 months.

5.5.3. Planned use of CTI Tools by Sub-sector

•

70.7% of direct patient care sub-sector respondents indicated leveraging cyber threat information
sharing, with an equal 14.6% indicating no use, and use planned within 12 months.

•

95.2% of health plans and payers sub-sector respondents leverage cyber threat information
sharing, with the remainder (4.7%) indicating use planned within 12 months.

•

87.5% of pharmaceuticals, laboratories, and blood sub-sector respondents are using cyber threat
information sharing, while the remaining (12.5%) indicate no use.

•

77.2% of medical materials sub-sector respondents are using cyber threat information sharing,
with the remainder (21.11%) indicating that they are not using it (and intending to implement in
the next 12 months).

•

100% of mortuary care sub-sector respondents are not using cyber threat information sharing but
intend to use it within 12 months.
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•

88.9% of health information technology sub-sector respondents are using cyber threat
information sharing, while 11.1% are not (and not intending to implement in the next 12
months).

These results indicate that size of organization, by either staff size or number of patients/customers, is
positively correlated to use of cyber threat information sharing - at least historically. Organizations
that have more patient/customer data are significantly more likely to leverage cyber threat information
sharing, likely because they know they are perceived as bigger targets with higher risk. The
landscape is evolving, however, with indications that significant effort is underway to implement use
within 12 months, with even the smaller patient/customer base organizations playing catch up on
historically below average segment participation.

5.6.

Commonly Used CTI Tools
Table 3: Commonly Used CTI Tools

Currently Used CTI Standards

Percentage Totals

Do Not Use or Never Heard Of These

31.6%

STIX - Structured Threat Information Expression

15.3%

TLP - Traffic Light Protocol

15.3%

TAXII - Trusted Automation Exchange of Indicator
Information
Other Standard Type

14.3%

Open Indicators of Compromise Framework

6.1%

Prefer Unstructured Methods

4.1%

13.3%

Respondents were presented a list of cyber threat information standards (shown in Table 3) and asked
to choose which ones they make use of. Surprisingly, the option "do not use or never heard of these"
was the most popular (31.6%) by far. The second most popular response was a tie with Structured
Threat Information Expression (STIX) and Traffic Light Protocol at a distant (15.3%). For third place
at (14.0 %) there’s Trusted Automation Exchange of Indicator Information (TAXII). A small number
of respondents preferred unstructured methods (4.1%), or the open indicators of compromise
framework (6.1%).
5.6.1. Commonly Used CTI Tools by Staff Size

Amongst the largest organizations by staff size, the rankings of standards were identical. However,
only 25% chose "do not use or never heard of these", and STIX was much closer to the top option at
18.8%, with TAXII and TLP following at 16.7% each. For smaller organizations, the "do not use or
never heard of these" option was even farther ahead with 38.0% of the votes. In second place was
"other standard type" at 16.0%, followed by TLP with 14.0%.
5.6.2. Commonly Used CTI Tools by Patient /Customer Volume

The largest organizations by patients/customers served again followed the non-segmented trend with
the top 3 ranked options, including roughly the same percentages, although TLP was marginally less
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popular than TAXII. Corresponding smaller organizations had a slightly different ranking. Although
"do not use or never heard of" was still the most popular, it was less so than the overall sector
(33.3%). Second place was STIX with (16.7%), and TLP and TAXII were tied for third place at
(15.3%) each. The lowest ranked for smaller patient/customer volume was unstructured methods at
(2.8%)
From the results, it appears that most respondents either do not use cyber threat information sharing
today, or are unfamiliar with most of the popular standards. Of those that do use the standards, larger
organizations tend to prefer STIX, TAXII, and TLP. Meanwhile, smaller organizations tend to prefer
"other standard types" far more than the established STIX and TAXII.
5.6.3. Commonly Used CTI Tools by Sub-sector.

•

Direct Patient Care: the majority of this sub-sector's respondents chose "do not use or never
heard of" (47.2%), followed by other standard type (13.2%), and STIX (11.3%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: this sub-sector's preferences largely mirrored those of the overall
sector

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: this sub-sector preferred STIX (25.0%), OpenIOC,
TAXII, and TLP at (20.0%). The option usually near the top in other segments, "do not use or
never heard of" garnered just 5.3% of the votes in this sub-sector.

•

Medical Materials: the overwhelming majority of this sub-sector's respondents chose the "do
not use or never heard of" (50%) option, followed by OpenIOC (16.7%), and "other standard
type" (16.7%). Interestingly, STIX and TAXII were not used at all by any of the respondents.

•

Mortuary Care: this sub-sector chose just one option - "other standard type".

•

Health information Technology Company: for this sub-sector, STIX, TAXII, and TLP were
tied for most popular standards (22.2% each).

•

Public Health: this sub-sector respondent reported using TLP and "other standard type".

•

Medical Device Manufacture: this sub-sector respondent reported using STIX, OpenIOC, and
TAXII.

•

Implantable Device: this sub-sector respondent reported preferring unstructured methods
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5.7.

Perceived Effectiveness of CTI Sharing

As of now, there is currently not a single recognized authoritative source that the Sector can easily
access in order to obtain and share cyber threat information. For those organizations that are currently
using multiple information sharing sources, they mention that information is often duplicated through
various sources, as they all report much of the same information. Duplication can often cause
confusion in the information sharing process since different organizations may use different naming
conventions for the same threat. For example, one respondent stated, “[a] lot of information is shared
across multiple sources, so there is a lot of duplication, also with Malware everyone names it
differently so it can be hard to identify if the data is duplicate.” The perception amongst those
respondents is that since there is no governance on how the information is reported and there is no
method to identify to what degree the information being shared is reliable or useful.

Perceived Effectives of Cyber Threat Information Sharing Today
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Figure 5: Perceived Effectives of Cyber Threat Information Sharing Today

Respondents were asked to rate how effective they perceive information sharing to be, (1 being not
effective and 10 being completely effective). Figure 5 shows that the average rating was 4.5 with a
rating of 5 being the most common (27.3%) followed by 3 (18.2%) and 4 (16.7%). Only 6.0% of
respondents rated effectiveness at 8 or more, with none rating it a 10. Conversely, 30.3% of
respondents rated it at 3 or lower. It is clear that there is much room for improvement with cyber
threat information sharing in the healthcare industry.
Looking at perceived effectiveness from the different perspectives of those organizations participating
in CTI sharing versus those organizations that are not participating, the ratings do not vary much.
This lack of variance between the two groups seem to indicate that participation in cyber threat
information sharing simply serves to confirm an organization’s general perception that information
sharing is ineffective.
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5.7.1. Perceived Effectiveness by CTI Sharing by Staff Size

Segmenting perceived effectiveness by respondent staff size, the largest organizations (10,000+ staff
size) had a lower than average perceived effectiveness of 4.2, while those with less than 10,000 staff
had a higher than average perceived effectiveness of 4.8. This implies that smaller organizations,
likely having fewer resources dedicated to security, perceive a slightly higher benefit from
implementing cyber threat information sharing. This could, however, also be impacted by the fact
that 50% of the largest organizations (10,000+ staff size) reported preventing or detecting only 1-10
incidents within the last 12 months. 39.47% of all other sized organizations (less than 10,000 staff)
also reported detecting the same amount over the same period. Either the incident rate is truly low, or
the successful detection rate itself is, with cyber threat information sharing, in its current state,
providing little actionable, timely cyber threat information.
5.7.2. Perceived Effectiveness by CTI Sharing by Patient/Customer Volume

For the largest organizations by patients/customers served, the average perceived effectiveness was
also 4.4 (as with the non-segmented average), while the smaller organizations had a higher than
average rating of 4.7. Once again, the smaller organizations perceive a higher benefit to
implementing cyber threat information sharing than larger ones.
5.7.3. Perceived Effectiveness by CTI Sharing by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: this sub-sector had a below non-segmented average rating of 4.3. 5 was
the most popular rating. Amongst sub-sector respondents who participate in cyber threat
information sharing, the average rating was 4.2 vs. 4.4 for those who do not.

•

Health Plans and Payers: this sub-sector's average rating was 4.6. Ratings of 3 and 5 were
most popular. Amongst sub-sector respondents who participate in cyber threat information
sharing, the average rating was unchanged from the overall group at 4.6 vs. 4 for those who do
not.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: this sub-sector's average rating was below the nonsegmented group at 4. Ratings of 2 and 3 were most popular. Amongst sub-sector respondents
who participate in cyber threat information sharing, the average rating was even lower at 3.6 vs.
a higher 7 for those that do not.

•

Medical Materials: this sub-sector had a slightly higher than non-segmented average rating of
4.6. 3 was the most popular rating. Amongst sub-sector respondents who participate in cyber
threat information sharing, the average rating was 4.3 vs. 5 for those who do not.

•

Mortuary Care: this entire sub-sector indicated that it does not use cyber threat information (but
intends to within 12 months), and had a perceived effectiveness average rating of 6.

•

Health Information Technology Company: this sub-sector had an above non-segmented
average rating of 4.9. Amongst sub-sector respondents who participate in cyber threat
information sharing, the average rating was 4.9 vs. 5 for those who do not.

•

Public Health: this sub-sector respondent rated perceived effectiveness at 5, based on current
use cyber threat information.

•

Medical Device Manufacture: this sub-sector respondent rated perceived effectiveness at 4,
based on current use of cyber threat information.

•

Implantable Device: this sub-sector respondent rated perceived effectiveness at 3, based on
intended use of cyber threat information within 12 months.
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5.8.

Timeliness of Information

The timeliness in which cyber threat information is received is another important factor, as indicated
by survey respondents. Respondents state that often when a breach in the industry has been identified,
the details are either reported too late or not at all. This makes it nearly impossible for healthcare
organizations to use the CTI as a near real-time preventative measure. By the time actionable
information has reached any given organization, many of the respondents find that it is outdated and
ineffective against mitigating the identified vulnerabilities. According to Wall Street Journal, it is
important that information on attacks is shared, but the speed with which it is shared is critical
because 75% of attacks spread from victim zero to victim one within twenty-four hours. For an
industry that is amongst the most regulated, the possibility of having breached data could be costly,
and knowing information about threats as they’re emerging would greatly benefit the industry.

Figure 6: Per Capita Cost by Industry Classification Per Data Breach
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According to Ponemon, Figure 6 above reports the per capita costs for the consolidated sample by
industry classification. Heavily regulated industries such as healthcare, education, pharmaceutical and
financial services have a per capita data breach cost substantially above the overall mean of $154.
Public sector, transportation, research and media organizations have a per capita cost well below the
overall mean value.

5.9.

Legal & Compliance Concerns

Legal liabilities continue to be a concern for much of the Sector. Many of the respondents are
concerned that privacy laws, such as the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), may act as legal barriers to participating in the information sharing process. This is true
even in light of the Cyber Information Sharing Act (CISA)—recently signed legislation that promotes
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agencies and non-government entities to share information, while simultaneously providing legal
protections in certain cases for those organizations participating in the information sharing process.
CISA was signed into law on December 18th of 2015. This act provides certain legal liability
protections for organizations that are sharing Cyber Threat Information between and within private
and government sectors. The act also takes into consideration privacy concerns and addresses said
concerns by requiring that organizations remove Personally Identifiable Information (PHI) before
disseminating the information to the greater masses.
While CISA has alleviated many concerns for organizations of the Sector, and while it does provide
legal liability protection to a certain extent, there is still much concern as to whether it will be feasible
to share information while remaining compliant with HIPAA regulations. CISA does not absolve
HIPAA-covered healthcare entities from their duties under the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules to
guard protected health information (PHI). It remains to be seen whether what is considered
individually-identifiable under this statute will align with what is considered individually-identifiable
under HIPAA.
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6.

NEXT STEPS FOR CTI SHARING

Table 4 shows that, of the total respondents, 47% chose to provide additional input into the vision and
next generation of cyber threat information sharing. This equates to a total of 31 responses
•

The direct patient care sub-sector comprised 40% of responses.

•

The health plans and payers sub-sector comprised 24.4% of responses.

•

The health information technology company sub-sector comprised 13.3% of responses.

•

The pharmaceuticals, laboratories, and blood sub-sector comprised 8.9% of responses.

•

The medical materials sub-sector comprised 6.7% of responses.

•

The public health sub-sector compromised 4.4% of responses.

•

The implantable device sub-sector compromised 2.2% of responses.

•

The mortuary care sub-sector had no responses for this section.

•

The medical device manufacture sub-sector respondent chose not to respond to this section.
Table 4: States Providing Additional Input

Participating
States
Texas

Percentage
Totals
16.1%

California

16.1%

Ohio

6.5%

New Jersey

6.5%

Connecticut

6.5%

Massachusetts

6.5%

Nebraska

6.5%

Oregon

3.23%

Michigan

3.2%

South Dakota

3.2%

Idaho

3.2%

Oklahoma

3.2%

Illinois

3.2%

Pennsylvania

3.2%

New York

3.2%

Iowa

3.2%
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Amongst this sub-group, Texas and California were tied for the most respondents (16.1% each)
followed by several other states tied at 6.5% (Connecticut, Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Jersey,
and Ohio). In total, 18 states are represented in providing opinions on the next generation of cyber
threat information sharing.
As with the overall group of respondents, this sub-group had a majority (58.1 %) of respondents
represent companies with less than 10,000 staff. The single biggest segment amongst respondents,
once again, is a staff size of 10,000+ (41.94% of total respondents). Where relevant, discussion of
results will be drilled down by segment.
The vast majority (71 %) of the respondents in the sub-group serve 100,000+ patients/customers on
average annually. (22.6%) of the responses represent organizations serving less than 10,000
patients/customers on average annually.

6.1.

Automation for CTI

When asked to what degree the next generation of cyber threat information should be automated,
nearly all (96.8%) of respondents chose at least a 7 on a 1-10 scale (1 being no automation and 10
being fully automated). Accordingly, the weighted average score was quite high, at 8.1. Few (6.5%)
believed that fully automated (a rating of 10) is the best option. Clearly, automation is of vital
importance to respondents.
6.1.1. Analysis of Automation for by Staff Size

There was very little variation when segmenting by organization size (staff size): the largest
organizations' weighted average was 8 and the smaller organizations' weighted average was 8.1. This
may relate to the fact that the smaller organizations likely have fewer resources to manage cyber
threat information, and thus, would need to rely on higher levels of automation.
6.1.2. Analysis of Automation for by Patient /Customer Volume

When segmenting by organization size based on number of patients/customers served per year, the
difference between the largest and smallest organizations was more apparent. The largest
organizations' weighted average was again 8 but the smallest organizations' weighted average was
higher than the overall group at 8.3. As previously discussed, this segment of smaller organizations
by patients/customers served had the lowest use of cyber threat information sharing currently, but the
highest relative adoption rate within the next 12 months. The data indicates that for these
organizations, automation is a key requirement, which they will seek during their implementations.
In both segmentation analyses, the larger organizations are relatively wearier of automation than their
smaller peers, though still strongly in favor of it. Though further specific research is required in the
area to discover why this is the case, reasons that come to mind are - distrust of current automation
techniques in either their effectiveness or their appropriateness (such as not sharing
sensitive/protected information), or perhaps poor prior experiences with any existing levels of
automation. Given the correspondingly larger amounts of data they manage, they may also be
concerned with an inability to effectively manage, control, or review data exchanged by automated
means.
6.1.3. Analysis of Automation for by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: the average score for level of automation of the next generation cyber
threat information for this sub-sector was slightly lower than the unsegmented average, at 7.9. A
score of 7 was most common.
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•

Health Plans and Payers: the average score for level of automation of the next generation cyber
threat information for this sub-sector was slightly lower than the unsegmented average, at 7.6. A
score of 8 was the most common.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: the average score for level of automation of the
next generation cyber threat information for this sub-sector was slightly lower than the
unsegmented average, at 7.8. A score of 7 was most common.

•

Medical Materials: the average score for level of automation of the next generation cyber threat
information for this sub-sector was very slightly lower than the unsegmented average, at 8. A
score of 7, 8, and 9 were tied for most common.

•

Health information Technology Company: the average score for level of automation of the
next generation cyber threat information for this sub-sector was slightly lower than the
unsegmented average, at 7.8. A score of 7 was most common.

•

Implantable Device: this sub-sector respondent was strongly in favor of automation, selecting a
9 on the 10-point scale.

6.2.

Future Incentives for future CTI Sharing

Table 5 shows that, when presented with a list of potential incentives and asked to select those that
would encourage active participation, discounts on cyber insurance (29.2%), free or discounted access
to security technologies or services (27.7%), and free or discounted cyber security certification
training (26.2%) were the most popular options. Other than the "none" option, which only 3.1% of
respondents chose, public recognition of achievement ranks (bronze, silver, gold) was the least
popular (13.8%).

Table 5: Incentive for Future CTI Sharing

Incentives for Information Sharing

Percentage Totals

Discounts on Cyber Insurance

29.2%

Free or Discounted Access to Security Technologies or
Services

27.7%

Free or Discounted Cyber Security Certification Training

26.2%

Publicly Recognized Achievement Ranks (Bronze, Silver,
Gold)

13.8%

None. I do not believe game motivation would help

3.1%

Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide their input on other incentives that were not
included as a part of the provided options.
Multiple respondents mentioned liability
limitations/protections as an incentive, such as on eDiscovery requests against information shared by
the organization, or information shared with the organization by others. Another intriguing
suggestion was access to information being conditional on participation in sharing, which would serve
to increase the overall amount and quality of information received, while allowing organizations to
both give back and receive valuable information.
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6.2.1. Future Incentives for future CTI Sharing by Staff size

The largest organizations by staff size had an equal preference for discounts on cyber insurance, free
or discounted access to security technologies or services, free or discounted cyber security and
certification training, each with 27.6% of the votes. 17.2% believed that public recognition would
help, but none thought game motivation would help. Smaller organizations followed the same trend
as the unsegmented group, with roughly the same percentages.
6.2.2. Future Incentives for future CTI Sharing by Patient/Customer Volume

For the largest organizations by patients/customers served, free or discounted access to security
technologies or services was somewhat more important than discounts on cyber insurance (31.9% vs.
29.8%). Free or discounted cyber security certification training was the third most popular option
(27.7%). Public recognition garnered 10.6% of the votes.
Smaller organizations by customers/patients served agreed with the unsegmented group's top ranked
option of discounts on cyber insurance (27.8%), but in second place was public recognition with
22.2% of the votes, tied with free or discounted cyber security certification. Free or discounted access
to security technologies or services was fourth with 16.7% and 11.1% believed that game motivation
would not help.
Based on the responses, the largest organizations appear to prefer monetary incentives, particularly
around cyber insurance and access to security technologies or services. Training is slightly less
important to this group compared to smaller organizations. The largest organizations also firmly
believe that incentives will help, unlike smaller organizations.
6.2.3. Future Incentives for future CTI Sharing by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: 94% of respondents in this sub-sector believed that incentives would have
a positive impact. This group’s preference for incentives mirrored those of the unsegmented
group, with similar percentages.

•

Health Plans and Payers: 81.8% of respondents in this sub-sector believed that incentives
would have a positive impact. Free or discounted access to security technologies or services and
free or discounted cyber security certification training were equally appealing to this group
(33.3% each), followed by discounts on cyber insurance (20.8%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: 100% of respondents in this sub-sector believed
that incentives would have a positive impact. Free or discounted access to security technologies
or services and free or discounted access to cyber security certification training were equally
appealing to this group with 30% of the votes each. Discounts on cyber insurance and public
recognition were tied at 20% each.

•

Medical Materials: 100% of respondents in this sub-sector believed that incentives would have
a positive impact. Free or discounted access to security technologies or services and free or
discounted access to cyber security certification training were equally appealing to this group
with 33% of the votes each. Discounts on cyber insurance was the third most popular option
with 22.2% of the votes.

•

Health Information Technology Company: 67% of respondents in this sub-sector believed that
incentives would have a positive impact. Free or discounted access to cyber security
certification training was the most popular option for this group (27.3%). Discounts on cyber
insurance, public recognition, free or discounted access to security technologies or services, and
none were all equally popular with 18.2%.
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•

6.3.

Implantable Device: this sub-sector respondent believed that incentives would have a positive
impact. This sub-sector respondent believed that public recognition would be the most effective
in motivating entities to actively participate in cyber threat information sharing.

Focus of Malware in Healthcare

Malware and IP address-based data in cyber threat information sharing are common. To gauge the
perceptions of respondents on the emphasis placed on this data, they were asked to rate, on a scale of
1-10 (1 being strongly disagree, 10 being strong agree), the extent that they agreed that there is too
much focus on these items. The average weighted rating was 5.1, which represents a close to neutral
view of the importance typically placed on this type of common data. Said another way, overall,
respondents did not think that too much focus is placed on malware and IP addresses, despite the fact
that the most popular rating was 3 (19.35%) and 7 (19.35%), followed by 8 (16.13%).

Figure 7: Perceived Overreliance on Malware and IP Data
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Focus of Malware in Healthcare by Staff Size

Focusing on the largest organizations (by staff size), the average weighted rating dropped slightly to
5. Conversely, the smallest organizations indicated slightly increased agreement that there is too
much focus on malware and IP address data, with an average weighted rating of 5.9.
6.3.2. Focus of Malware in Healthcare by Patient/Customer Volume

The largest organizations by patients/customers served were very close to the overall group average,
with a rating of 5.3. As with smaller organizations by staff size, those smaller organizations by
patients/customers served indicated slightly increased agreement with an overemphasis on this data,
with an average rating of 6.1.
Results indicate that smaller organizations, having a stronger opinion than larger ones, may perceive a
slight overemphasis on this malware and IP address data and may be looking for more varied
information overall. Providers of this information will need to be careful to offer more than just these
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two data types. The next question focused on discovering what other kinds of data and indicators
were of importance to respondents.
6.3.3. Focus of Malware in Healthcare by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: this sub-sector's average weighted rating for agreement that there is too
much focus on malware analysis and IP address data was slightly below the average at 5.3. 3
and 8 were tied for most commonly selected rating (22.2% each).

•

Health Plans and Payers: this sub-sector's average weighted rating for agreement that there is
too much focus on malware analysis and IP address data was slightly below the average at 5.2. 4
was the most commonly selected rating (27.3%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: this sub-sector's average weighted rating was
significantly below the unsegmented group's average, at 4.3 1, 3, 5, and 8 were all tied for the
most popular option (25% each).

•

Medical Materials: this sub-sector's average weighted rating was significantly higher than
average, at 8.3. 7, 8, and 10 were the most popular options with 33% of the votes each.

•

Health Information Technology Company: this sub-sector's average weighted rating was
higher than average, at 7.0. 6, 7, and 8 were tied for the most popular options with 33% of votes
each.

•

Implantable Device: this sub-sector respondent chose 8, indicating agreement that there is too
much focus on malware analysis and IP address based data in cyber threat information sharing.

6.4.

Desired Future CTI Indicators

When asked about their desired future CTI indicators, respondents were most interested in statistical
data (e.g., correlation, probability, and other functions for predictive analytics) (27.2%), as shown in
Figure 8. The other top desired CTI indicators were target objective risk scoring model (22.8%) and
organization or group specific Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) (such as 3 incidents of unauthorized
flash drives plugged into a partner entity's network) (21.7%).
Figure 8: Desired Future CTI Indicators
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6.4.1. Desired Future CTI Indicators by Staff Size

Larger organizations preferred Target Objective Risk Scoring (29%), followed by Statistics (26.3%)
and Organization or Group Specific IOCs (23.7%), respectively. Smaller organizations identified
Statistics (27.8%) as their top desired future CTI indicator, followed by Temporal Risk Data (24.07%)
and Organization or Group Specific IOCs (20.4%).
6.4.2. Desired Future CTI Indicators by Patient/Customer size

Organizations with a larger patient/customer volume chose Statistics (26.87%) as their desired CTI
Indicator, followed by Target Objective Risk Scoring (23.88%) and Organization or Group specific
IOCs (22.39%).
Participants with smaller patient/customer volume also selected Statistics (26.87%), followed by
Target Objective Risk Scoring and Organization or Group Specific IOCs and Temporal Risk Data all
6.4.3. Desired Future CTI Indicators by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: this sub-sector preferred target objective risk scoring (25.9%) over other
options, followed by statistics (24.1%), and organization or group specific IOCs (24.1%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: statistics was most preferred by this sub-sector (32%). Temporal risk
data (24%) and organization or group specific IOCs were tied at 24% as the next most preferred.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: this sub-sector exhibited a unique strong
preference for organization or group specific IOCs (30.8%) over statistics (23.1%), and target
objective risk scoring (23.1%).

•

Medical Materials: statistics (27.3%) was an equally popular choice as target objective risk
scoring for this group, followed by global static threats (18.2%) tied with organization or group
specific IOCs.

•

Health Information Technology Company: for this sub-sector, temporal risk data and statistics
were equally important (26.3%), followed by organization or group specific IOCs (21.1%).

•

Implantable Device: this sub-sector respondent chose statistics, target objective risk scoring,
and global static threats as its top choices.

6.5.

CTI Tool Automation

Automated security tools or systems that are configured to self-defend against confirmed attacks,
based on cyber threat information sharing, has the potential to provide rapid responses to those that
implement cyber threat information sharing. Respondents were asked whether they agreed that
automation should form part of the next generation of tools. While the vast majority (83.3%) agreed,
there is still a level of hesitation within the respondent group (16.7%).
6.5.1. CTI Tool Automation by Staff size

Larger organizations (by staff size) exhibited more than twice the hesitation (23.1% said there should
be no automation), than smaller organizations (11.8% said no automation). Those larger
organizations may have tried automation and were not pleased with the result. Whereas the smaller
organizations that were less worried about automation may not have tried automation, or they may
like the idea of keeping human resource requirements low by leveraging system automation.
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6.5.2. CTI Tool Automation by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations (by patients/customers served) closely followed the trend of the unsegmented
group, with just 14.3% saying there should be no automation.
Smaller organizations (by patients/customers served) mirrored the increased hesitation of the larger
organizations (by staff size), with 22.2% saying no automation. Smaller organizations may not
perceive benefits of automation and prefer manual control which is more manageable with smaller
data sets.
Overall, results indicate that while the vast majority of respondents are in favor of automation based
on cyber threat information, there is also a significant number who doubt the value of automation.
Further specific research in this area is warranted, but some of the hesitation may stem from distrust
of the quality/validity of information, general dislike of automation (implying loss of full control over
configuration), and perhaps concerns of how well automated configuration could be implemented
without adverse consequences.

6.5.3. CTI Tool Automation by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: this sub-sector's preferences around automation exactly mirrored the
unsegmented group with 83.3% agreeing that automation should form part of the next generation
of tools.

•

Health Plans and Payers: this sub-sector unanimously agreed with automation.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: 75% of this sub-sector's respondents agreed with
automation.

•

Medical Materials: this sub-sector unanimously agreed with automation.

•

Health Information Technology Company: this sub-sector unanimously agreed with
automation.

•

Implantable Device: this respondent did not agree with automation.

6.6.

Communication Variety Needs

Communication types, details, and focus of cyber threat information can vary based on the type of
user. Executives would have different requirements, perhaps summary level information, or only
highest risk/impact level information. Analysts, on the other hand, may be more interested in the
details and specifics. Respondents overwhelmingly agreed (86.7%) that information should be
customized to user type.
6.6.1. Communication Variety Needs by Staff Size

Larger companies by staff size had higher than overall average agreement on the necessity of different
communication types (92.3%), possibly due to their more complex organizational structures and
hierarchically separated roles, with busy executives looking for summary information and analysts
needing the details. Smaller companies had lower than overall average agreement (82.4%), possibly
because they may not have as many levels of employees with differing information needs.
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6.6.2. Communication Variety Needs by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger companies by patients/customers served had a close to average 85.7% agreement rate, while
smaller companies had slightly higher than average agreement rate of 88.9%.
6.6.3. Communication Variety Needs by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: 94.4% of the respondents in this sub-sector agreed that communication
types, details, and focus should vary based on type of user.

•

Health Plans and Payers: 81.8% agreed that communication should vary based on type of user.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: 75% of sub-sector respondents agreed that
communications should vary based on type of user.

•

Medical Materials: 100% of users agreed that communications should vary based on type of
user.

•

Health information Technology Company: 100% of users agreed that communications should
vary based on type of user.

•

Implantable Device: this respondent did not agree that communication types should vary based
on type of user.

6.7.

Desired Communication Mediums for CTI

Finally, respondents were asked to choose their preferred mediums to share information. Of the
options presented and shown in Figure 9, web portal and integration with existing security tools were
the most popular (32.2%), and at a distant second was e-mail (20.3%).
Figure 9: Preferred CTI Communication Medium
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6.7.1. Desired Communication Mediums for CTI by Staff Size

The preferences of the largest organizations by staff size mirrored those of the unsegmented group
very closely. Mobile app, text message, and phone were unpopular options, collectively garnering
only 12% of votes. Smaller organizations were also similar to the unsegmented group, but showed a
stronger preference for the bottom three options, with a total of 17.6% of votes.
6.7.2. Desired Communication Medium for CTI by Patient/Customer Volume

The largest organizations by patients/customers served showed a stronger preference for integration
with existing security tools (33.3%) than use of web portals (28.6%) and e-mail (21.4%). The bottom
three options garnered 16.7% of votes. Smaller organizations by patients/customers served exhibited
a much stronger than average preference for web portals (41.2%) and close to the unsegmented groups
preference for integration with existing security tools (29.4%) and e-mail (17.6%).
6.7.3. Desired Communication Mediums for CTI by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: this sub-sector mirrored the top 3 of the unsegmented group, but preferred
e-mail (25.7%) more than integration with existing security tools (22.9%). Web portal was by
far the most popular option (31.4%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: this sub-sector exhibited the same preferences as the unsegmented
group, web portal and integration with existing security tools tied (35 %), and e-mail (20%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: this sub-sector had a very strong preference for
integration with existing security tools (42.9%) compared to e-mail and web portal, which were
tied with 28.6% of the votes.

•

Medical Materials: e-mail, web portal, and integration with existing security tools were equally
popular for this sub-sector's respondents.

•

Health Information Technology Company: this sub-sector also had a very strong preference
for integration with existing security tools (45.5%), followed by web portal (36.4%), and a very
distant third choice of e-mail and text message (9.1% each).

•

Implantable Device: this respondent chose e-mail and web portal as its preferred mediums to
share information.

The web portal and e-mail options require manual steps when compared to integration with security
tools. This is yet another indication of some hesitance in the respondent group to embrace
automation. Clearly, there is a preference to examine the available information and possibly make
determinations on it prior to acting on it. These two options also imply that timing may not be
perceived as of utmost important with respect to information sharing - at least, not based on the
current state of information sharing in the healthcare industry. Another possibility is the lack of
security tools either implemented, or lack of those with perceived effective capabilities to consume
and act on information data.
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7.

OBJECTIVE II SURVEY

Similar to Objective I, various organizations were surveyed in order to understand how the Sector
may increase their information sharing capacity and to develop a strategy to expand cybersecurity
threat information sharing in the Sector. A total of 27 responses were provided between the period of
June 14, 2016 and September 16, 2016. Furthermore, organizations also provided information to
identify the size of their organization by staff and patient/customer volume. Based on the
demographic analysis of the survey responses collected in conjunction with Objective I, there was a
direct correlation between an organization’s size/maturity and its ability to participate in the Cyber
Threat Information sharing process.
In the survey, the organizations were asked to provide additional demographic information such as:
•

State in which they are based;

•

Size of Total Staff, to include contractors; and

•

Number of Patients Seen per year (on average).

As shown in Table 6, the states with the most respondents were Texas (22.2%); followed by
California (14.8%), New York (7.4%), Illinois (7.4%), and Pennsylvania (7.4%). In total, 16 states
are represented in this survey.

Table 6: Response Percentages by State

State
Texas
California
New York
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Missouri
Indiana
New Jersey
Connecticut
Oregon
Washington
Massachusetts
US Territory
Michigan
Arizona
Minnesota

Participation Rate
22.2%
14.8%
7.4%
7.4%
7.4%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%

In the Objective II survey, organizations identified which sub-sectors of the Health Care Industry they
most closely identify with, respondents had the following to choose from:
–

Direct Patient Care

–

Health Plan and Payers
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–

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood

–

Medical Materials

–

Mortuary Care

–

Health Information Technology

–

Public Health

The largest sub-sector representation in the survey came from Direct Patient Care (25.4%), followed
by Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood (20.6%), Health Plans and Payers (19.0%), and Health
Information Technology Company (15.9%).

Figure 10: Participating Sub-Sectors
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As shown in Figure 11, the majority of respondents represent companies with a staff size of at least
10,000 or more staff members (59.3%), and over 96.3% of the respondents represent organizations of
at least 1000 staff members. Where relevant, discussion of results will be drilled down into different
categories.

Figure 11: Responses by Staff Size
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Figure 12 shows that the vast majority (80.8%) of the respondents serve 100,000+ patients/customers
on average annually, and over 90.5% of the responses represent organizations serving at least 10,000
patients/customers on average annually.
Figure 12: Responses by Patient Customer Volume
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100.0%

Figure 13: Respondent's Use of CTI

Respondent's Use of CTI
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Figure 13 shows that the majority of the respondents for Objective II are currently using Cyber Threat
Information in their organizations (85.2%). Organizations do not currently use CTI make up a total of
13% of the responding population. Some are planning on implementing CTI within the next 12
months (11.1%) and the remainder within 24 months (3.7%)
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Furthermore, respondents were asked to identify which CTI formats they are currently using at this
moment. Figure 14 shows that the most commonly known platforms amongst respondents are STIX
(Structured Threat Information eXpression (19.2%), TLP (Traffic Light Protocol) (15.4%), and
OpenIOC (Open Indicators of Compromise (11.5%) or a combination of the listed platforms (11.5%).
Furthermore, 19.2% of the respondents were not aware of any of the CTI formats that were presented
to them in the survey.
Figure 14: Current CTI Technology In Use
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A similar question to this was asked in a survey conducted by SANS in a report titled Who’s Using Cyber
Threat Intelligence and How. Responses compare as shown in Table 7:

Table 7: CTI Platform Use Comparison

CTI Platform

SANS

Objective II Report

Structured Threat Information
Expression (STIX)
Traffic Light Protocol (TLP)
Open Indicators of Compromise
(OpenIOC) framework
Trusted Automated eXchange of
Indicator Information (TAXII)

46%

19%

28%
33%

15%
12%

33%

8%
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25.0%

8.

RESPONDENT INFORMATION SECURITY RESOURCES

8.1.

Dedicated Information Security Resources

Organizations were surveyed to determine how many dedicated Information Security staff members
they currently have. Figure 15 shows that the top two answers were 0-5 Information Security staff
members (26.9%) and 100 or more Information Security staff members (19.2%). Other organizations
reported having between 6-10 or 11-20 Information Security staff with equal frequency (15.4% each).
Overall, 73.1% of the surveyed organizations currently have at least 6 Information Security staff
members.
Figure 15: Dedicated Information Security Resources
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8.1.1. Dedicated Information Security Resources by Staff Size

Most large organizations by staff size have at least 100 or more dedicated Information Security staff
(26.7%). Slightly behind are those responding to having between 21-50 dedicated Information
Security staff members (20.0%), and 11-20 dedicated security staff members (20.0%). Furthermore,
larger organizations by staff size have at least 21 or more dedicated Information Security staff
members (60.0%).
Smaller organizations by staff size mostly responded to having between 0-5 dedicated Information
Security staff members (54.5%) or 6-10 (18.2%).
8.1.2. Dedicated Information Security Resources by Patient/Customer Volume

Most large organizations by patient/customer volume responded to having mostly 100 or more
dedicated Information Security staff members (23.8%) or between 0-5 (19.0. Overall, larger
organizations that will have at least 21 or more Information Security staff members make up 52.4% of
respondents of this population.
Smaller organizations by patient/customer volume responded to having mostly 0-5 dedicated
Information Security staff members (50.0%). Additionally there are organizations that have either 0-5
or 50-100 Information Security staff members (25.0% each).
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8.2.

Dedicated Information Security Resources by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector responded to having an equal amount of information
security staff members on hand between 0-5, 6-10, or 11-20 (23.5% each). Some responded
having either 21-50 (11.8%) or 100 or more (11.8%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector responded having mostly 0-5
Information Security staff members (44.4%). Others also reported having between 50-100
(20.0%) or 21-50 Information Security staff members.

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector responded mostly having between 0-5 dedicated
Information Security staff members (25.0%). Additionally, organizations also have members
between 6-10,11-20, 21-50 (16.7% each)

•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector responded having either 11-20 or 21-50 dedicated
Information Security staff members (40.0%). 20.0% of this sub-sector responded having 100 or
more dedicated Information Security staff members.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector responded mostly having 100 or
more dedicated Information Security staff members (28.6%). 23.1% responded only having
between 0-5 Information Security staff (21.4%); or having between 6-10, 11-20 or 21-50
dedicated Information Security staff members (15.4% each).

•

Public Health: Most of the sub-sector responded to having either 0-5, 6-10, or 11-20
Information Security staff members (25.0% each).

8.3.

Participant’s Information Security Organizational Structure

In order to better understand how the Information Security function is postured in most organizations,
respondents were asked which office their Information Security function reports to. As seen in Figure
16, most responded that the Information Security function report directly to a Chief Information
Officer (48.0%), and some report to either a Chief Operations Officer or Chief Compliance Officer
(12.0% each). Different reporting structures for Information Security were identified as well and
represented below.
Figure 16: Information Security Reporting Structure
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8.3.1. Participant’s Information Security Organizational Structure by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size’s Information Security function mostly resports directly to a Chief
Information Officer (40.0%). In smaller numbers, there are other respondents with an Information
Security function that reports directly to a Chief Operations Officer (20.0%)
Smaller organizations by staff size’s Information Security function mostly resports directly to a Chief
Information Officer (60.0%). Some indicated the Information Security function directly reporting to
the Chief Information Security Officer (20.0%)
8.3.2. Participant’s Information Security Organizational Structure by Patient/Customer Volume

Large organizations by patient/customer volume’s Information Security function mostly reports
directly to a Chief Information Officer (44%). Some indicated this function directly reporting to the
Chief Operations Officer (11.1%) or the Chief Compliance Officer (11.1%).
Smaller organization by patient/customer volume reported their Information Security function
reporting to the Chief Information Officer (75.0%) or the Chief Information Security Officer (25.0%).
8.3.3. Participant’s Information Security Organizational Structure by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: Most of the sub-sector’s Information Security function reports directly to a
Chief Information Officer (43.8%), others report directly to the Chief Compliance Officer
(18.8%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: Most of the sub-sector’s Information Security
function reports directly to a Chief Information Officer (33.3%), others report directly to the
Chief Information Security Office or the Chief Executive Officer (22.2% each).

•

Health Plans and Payers: Most of the sub-sector’s Information Security function reports
directly to a Chief Information Officer (54.5%) or the Chief Information Security Officer
(18.2%).

•

Medical Materials: Most of the sub-sector’s Information Security function reports directly to a
Chief Information Officer (40.0%), others report directly to the Chief Compliance Officer, Chief
Operations Officer, or Chief Financial Officer (20.0% each).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: Most of the sub-sector’s Information Security
function reports directly to a Chief Information Officer (35.7%), others report directly to the
Chief Compliance Officer (21.4%) or Chief Operations Officer (14.3%).

•

Public Health: Most of the sub-sector’s Information Security function reports directly to a CIO
(37.5%), others report directly to the Chief Compliance Officer (37.5%), or Chief Operations
Officer or Chief Financial Officer (12.5% each).
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9.

CTI NEEDS FOR THE SECTOR

9.1.

Interest in Automation

Respondents were asked if they would be interested in a device that provides automation with the
following features:
•

Sharing (sharing of cyber threat indicators seen within your environment to the external
ISAO/ISAC);

•

Remediation (receives cyber threat indicators from ISAO and feeds into your controls for
immediate remediation w/o human interaction);

•

Neither;

•

Or Both.

In total, most respondents expressed interest in some type of automation within their CTI environment
(85.2%). As shown in Figure 17, most of them are interested in sharing indicators within their
environment, and using remediation indicators from ISAO and feeds into their controls for
remediation (70.4%). There are organizations who would prefer to only share indicators from their
environment (11.1%), and those who would only want use remediation indicators (3.7%). Others
responded ‘Neither’, meaning they do not want to share or receive indicators with ISAO (14.3%).
Respondents that expressed interest in wanting to automatically share CTI indicators were given an
opportunity to answer additional questions; this equated to 85.7% of the respondent population. These
additional questions are covered in 8.2.

Figure 17: Interest in CTI Indicator Automation
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9.1.1. Interest in Automation by Staff Size

The largest organizations by staff size also indicated wanting to automatically share and use
remediation CTI indicators (68.8%), followed by only sharing CTI indicators (18.8%), and few that
do not want to receive or share CTI indicators (12.5%). The choices for larger organizations coincides
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with general responses as they both responded wanting to automatically share and receive CTI
indicators.
Smaller organizations overwhelmingly prefer to share and use remediation CTI indicators (72.7%). In
the minority for this demographic, only a few said they would not want to share CTI indicators at all
(18.2%) and fewer said they would only want CTI indicators for remediation purposes (9.1%).

9.1.2. Interest in Automation by Patient/Customer Volume

When looking at organizations by patient/customer volume, most identified as wanting to
automatically share and use remediation indicators (66.7%); the next most popular choices were
wanting to automatically share CTI indicators (16.7%) and not wanting to share CTI indicators at all
(14.3%). Very few organizations wanted indicators that would assist in remediation efforts (4.8%).
Smaller organizations by Patient/Customer volume expressed the most interest in wanting to
automatically share and receive CTI indicators (75.0%), and few do not want to share at all (25.0%).
9.1.3. Interest in Automation by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector showed the most interest in sharing and using remediation
indicators (70.6%), followed by only sharing CTI indicators or not wanting to share CTI
indicators at all (11.8% each). Some organizations would prefer to only use indicators for
remediation purposes (5.9%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector only chose two of the four options;
this sub-sector favored receiving and using indicators for remediation (70.0%), and wouldn’t
want to participate at all (30.0%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector only picked three of the four responses. Using
remediation indicators and sharing CTI indicators was the most favorable choice (66.7%),
followed by automatically sharing CTI indicators (16.7%) and an equal amount responded to not
wanting to participate at all (16.7%)

•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector only chose two of the four options; the majority expressed a
stronger interest for using remediation indicators and sharing indicators (80.0%) and the rest
(20.0%) do not have interest in either type of indicators.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector also responded mostly to both
share and using indicators for remediation (57.1%), followed by sharing CTI indicators only
(21.4%), while 14.3% expressed that they had no interest in either sharing or receiving CTI
indicators.

•

Public Health: This sub-sector like all others selected wanting to share and use indicators for
remediation purposes (75.0%). Additionally, there are organizations that do not want to
participate at all (12.5%), and organizations that would prefer to only use indicators for
remediation (12.5%).
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9.2.

Technologies and Product Integration

Respondents that wish to integrate some type of automation in their CTI tools were given an
opportunity to identify which technologies they would like to see integrated with a CTI solution. As
shown in Figure 18, the tool most commonly identified was a SIEM (18.6%); followed by IPS/IDS,
TVM, Email Gateway/Spam filter, and AV or other Endpoint Malware agent (11.3% each). Other
technologies were identified and listed in the graph below.
As mentioned, SIEM appears to be a tool that most organizations are interested in integrating with
their CTI environment. Similarly a SANS Survey Who’s Using Cyber Threat Intelligence and How,
discovered that 55% of their respondents currently aggregate a SIEM tool in their environment.
However the close margins between all the technologies in our survey also may be an indication that
respondents are willing to use a variety of tools for Cyber Threat Information, or at least do not have a
strong preference amongst non-SIEM options.
Figure 18: Desired Future Technology Integration
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Effectiveness of Current CTI Technologies in Use

Respondents were questioned to understand if they are currently receiving the level of automation that
they would like to leverage within their CTI environment. It should be noted, however, a significant
30.4% of the respondents are currently not sharing. When segmenting the population which does not
share CTI, Figure 19 shows that the majority of respondents (46.7%) expressed that they are not
satisfied with automation, and then there are respondents who are equally satisfied or only partially
satisfied (26.7% each).
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Figure 19: Current CTI Satisfaction (Segmented Population)
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9.3.1. Effectiveness of Current CTI Technologies by Staff Size

When analyzing entire large organizations by staff size, 30.8% mentioned that they are currently not
sharing CTI information. However when segmenting away the population who doesn’t share, the
majority expressed that they are not receiving the automation they would like (55.6%). The remainder
of the population expressed that they were either receiving the automation they would like or at least
partially satisfied at 22.2% each.
Smaller organizations by staff size expressed that they are currently not sharing CTI information
(33.3%). When segmenting away the population that doesn’t share CTI information, that leaves an
equal amount of respondents who are satisfied, dissatisfied, or only partially satisfied with the amount
of automation (33.3% each).
9.3.2. Effectiveness of Current CTI Technologies by Patient/Customer Volume

The overall population for large organizations by patient/customer volume had a total of 35.3% of
respondents that are not currently sharing. Segmenting away the population that does not share CTI
information, 45.5% felt that they are not accomplishing the automation they would like. The
remainder of the segmented population felt that they were either receiving the automation they needed
or only partially satisfied at 27.3% each.
Smaller organizations by patient/customer volume had a total of 33.3% of the population that do not
share CTI information. When segmenting away the population that does not share, that leaves an
equal amount of respondents who are satisfied, dissatisfied, or only partially satisfied with the amount
of automation (33.3% each)
9.3.3. Effectiveness of Current CTI Technologies by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector has 40.0% of its population not sharing CTI. When
segmenting away the population that does not share CTI, 55.0% of the population believes that
they do not have the necessary automation they need, 33.3% believe that they are effectively
sharing information automatically, and 11.1% are partially satisfied with automation of sharing.

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector has a total of 50.0% who are
currently not sharing CTI information. When segmenting away those who are not sharing CTI,
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this left organizations that are equally satisfied, dissatisfied, and partially satisfied with the
amount of automation to share CTI indicators (33.3%).
•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector picked has total of 20.0% of the population which is
currently not sharing CTI. When segmenting the population that is not currently sharing CTI,
50.0% expressed that they are not satisfied with the amount of automation in order to share CTI,
the remainder are only partially satisfied or completely satisfied equally (25.0% each).

•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector has a total of 25.0% of the population which is not
automatically sharing CTI information, when segmenting away those who do not share, 66.7%
expressed that they are satisfied with the amount of automation needed. The remainder of the
population expressed that their solution is not delivering the desired level of automation (33.3%)

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector has a total population of 50.0%
who is not sharing CTI information. When segmenting away the population that isn’t sharing,
50.0% believe that they do not have the desired amount of automation in their CTI environment.
Only 33.3% of the segmented population believe that they are receiving the necessary
automation, and 16.7% are partially satisfied.

•

Public Health: This sub-sector had 57.1% of respondents that are currently not sharing CTI
information. Of the remainder, 66.7% of the population expressed that they are receiving the
amount of automation necessary, and the remainder are not satisfied (33.3%).
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10. COLLABORATION FEATURES
10.1. Indicators to Enhance CTI Effectiveness
Respondents were asked to identify what type of indicators would enhance CTI effectiveness in their
respective organization. As shown Figure 20, the top identified answer was indicator for SIEM
(12.5%); followed by a two-way tie for Endpoint and TVM at 10.6%.

Figure 20: Indicators to Enhance CTI Effectiveness
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10.1.1. Indicators to Enhance CTI Effectiveness by Staff Size

Large organizations by staff size selected SIEM effectiveness (11.7%) as the top choice to integrate
CTI indicators. Followed by IPS/IDS, E-mail Gateway, and Endpoint (10.8% each).
Smaller organizations by staff size selected Risk mitigation as their top choice (15.4%), followed by
SIEM (13.8%), and TVM (10.8%).

10.1.2. Indicators to Enhance CTI Effectiveness by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume selected SIEM as the top CTI indicator (11.3%).
Followed by Endpoint and Email Gateway at 10.7% equally.
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When analyzing smaller organizations by patient/customer volume, this demographic selected SIEM
and Risk Mitigation strategies (25.0% each), followed by TVM (16.7% each). This demographic
selected SIEM at a much higher margin in comparison to the general population.
10.1.3. Indicators to Enhance CTI Effectiveness by Sub-sector
•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector selected two CTI indicators as their top choices equally, Web filter
and Firewall (11.5%). Next came a four-way tie with Email Gateway, IPS/IDS, SIEM, and Endpoint AV
all at 10.7%.

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector selected SIEM as their top indicator
(20.6%). Following next is Risk mitigation strategies (14.7%), then TVM and Endpoint (11.8%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector selected both SIEM and TVM equally at 11.8% as the
indicators they perceive would enhance CTI effectiveness. Second came a three-way tie for DDoS
mitigation, Web filter, and Firewall (10.8%).

•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector selected SIEM as their top indicator at 12.2%. The rest of the
indicators reported tied narrowly behind at 9.8% each.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector had a four-way tie when it came to selecting
the CTI indicator they perceive would enhance effectiveness - SIEM, Endpoint, Email Gateway, and
IPS/IDS at 11.0%. Second came Web filter and Firewall equally (10.1% each).

•

Public Health: This sub-sector opted for Web filter and Firewall as their top choices (11.3%). Following
this, many others were selected starting at 9.9% and below.
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10.2. Free Form Collaboration Features & User to User Collaboration
User to User Functionality
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Figure 21: Free Form Collaboration
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Figure 22: User to User Functionality
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Respondents were asked if they believe that a Cyber Threat Information sharing portal should include
free form collaboration. As shown in Figure 22, overwhelmingly 96.3% responded “Yes”, and only
3.7% responded “No”. When asked how the user to user functionality should work, Message board
was the first choice (27.7 %), as shown in Figure 22, Private message system was second (26.2%),
and Chatrooms and Direct customer contact information were third (20.0% each).
10.2.1. Form Collaboration Features & Functionality by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size overwhelmingly selected “Yes” to free form collaboration (93.8%)
and 6.3% of the population said “No”. Larger organizations selected Message board and Private
Messaging System as the form the free form collaboration should take (27.3% each), followed by chat
rooms (20.5%) and Direct customer contact information (18.2%).
Smaller organizations by staff size unanimously selected “Yes” to having free form collaboration.
This demographic selected Message board and Direct customer contact information (28.0% each); and
Private messaging system and chat rooms (20.0% each).

10.2.2. Free Form Collaboration Features & User to User Collaboration by Patient/Customer
Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume selected “Yes” to free form collaboration (95.2%),
and 4.8% selected “No”. Message board and Private message system was the top choice for this
demographic (28.8% each), then chatroom (19.2%), then Direct customer contact information (1.4%).
Smaller organizations by patient/customer volume unanimously said “Yes” to free form collaboration.
This demographic believes that Direct customer contact information (37.5%), Private message system
(25.0%), Message board (25.0%), and chatrooms (12.5%) would be the best mediums for user to user
collaboration.
10.2.3. Free Form Collaboration Features & User to User Collaboration by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: 94.2% of this sub-sector said “Yes” to free form collaboration, and 5.9%
said “No”. This sub-sector believes that user to user collaboration should be by Message board
(31.6%), Private Message system (26.3%), and Direct customer contact information and
Chatrooms (18.4% each).

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector unanimously selected “Yes” to
free form collaboration. The top selected choice is Message board and Private message system
(26.9% each); Direct customer contact information (23.1%), and finally Chatrooms (19.2%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector selected “Yes” to free form collaboration by 91.7%
and 8.3% selected “No”. This sub-sector believes that user to user collaboration should mostly be
provided through a message board (29.6%), Direct customer contact (22.2%), chatrooms (21.7%
each), and Private message system (18.5%)

•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector unanimously selected “Yes” to free form collaboration. This
sub-sector believes that user to user collaboration should mostly be provided through a message
board (33.3%), private message system and chatrooms (26.7% each), and Direct customer
contact and forums (17.4% each).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector said “Yes” to free form
collaboration at 92.9% and 7.1% respondent to “No”. This sub-sector believes user to user
collaboration should mostly be provided through a message board (29.7%), private message
system (27.0%), and chatrooms (18.9%)
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•

Public Health: This sub-sector unanimously said “Yes” to free for collaboration. This sub-sector
believes that user to user collaboration should mostly be provided through a message board
(30.0%), private message system (25.0%), chatrooms (20.0%), and Direct customer contact
information (15.0%).

10.3. Level of Openness For User to User Communication
Respondents were asked how open should a User to User Communication channel be for a CTI
platform. Most of the respondents thought that it should be open, but limited to members of the
ISAO/ISAC (30.8%). Respondents also identified other levels of openness for user to user
communication which are listed in Figure 23.
10.3.1. Level of Openness For User to User Communication by Staff Size

Figure 23: User to User Communication

Larger organizations by staff size preferred user to user communication that is open but limited to
ISAO/ISAC members (21.2%). Another strong preference was to have user to user collaboration but
only available to certain organizations through an invite only trust-circle (18.2%); additionally, there
are organizations that prefer to have this type of collaboration with optional anonymity (15.2%) and
equally those organizations who believe there should be no anonymity (15.2%)
Smaller organizations by staff size would also prefer user to user collaboration to be open, but limited
to ISAO/ISAC members only (40.0%). Contrary to the first choice, there were organizations that
would prefer a completely open collaboration (20.0%).
10.3.2. Level of Openness For User to User Communication by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume prefer user to user communication that is open but
limited to ISAO/ISAC members (27.0%). It is also strongly preferred to have a trust circle (18.9%);
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additionally, there are organizations that believe anonymity should be allowed or entirely opened to
all healthcare organizations (13.5% each).
Smaller organizations by patient/customer volume also preferred to have user to user collaboration
that is open but limited to ISAO/ISAC members and to allow anonymity in the collaboration platform
(28.6% each).
10.3.3. Level of Openness For User to User Communication by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: Most of this sub-sector strongly prefers having open user to user
collaboration so long as it is limited to ISAO/ISAC members (30.4%), others preferred a
platform where anonymity is not allowed (17.4%), or having a platform that is entirely open to
all healthcare organizations (17.4%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector had an equal preference for having
collaboration that is open but limited to members of ISAO/ISAC, allowing anonymity, and
having a platform that does not allow anonymity (19.0% each)

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector mostly believes that user to user collaboration should
be open but limited to members of ISAO/ISAC (50.0%). Furthermore, they also expressed that
there should be no anonymity allowed (25.0%).

•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector, contrary to most sub-sectors, believes that user to user
collaboration should be entirely open to any healthcare organization, even if not a member of
ISAO/ISAC (28.6%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector prefers user to user collaboration
to be open but limited to members of ISAO/ISAC (27.1%); having collaboration entirely open to
any healthcare organizations (17.4%); and having user to user communication that is opened
only to a trust-circle (17.4%).

•

Public Health: This sub-sector had an equal preference for having collocation that is open but
limited to members of ISAO/ISAC (25.0%).

10.4. Functionalities for More Relevant Data in Sharing Platforms
Respondents were asked what functionality should be included in sharing platforms to better assess
the accuracy of data. As shown in Figure 24, the majority of respondents opted for Community based
reputation for submissions (39.5%), next was a “bump” system (32.6%), and third was an aging
weight system at 27.9%. What this may imply is that organizations need to trust the information that
is being shared by other organizations if they are going to consume it for their own use. More
information on CTI sharing collaboration is found in section 10.0.
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Figure 24: Functionalities for Relevant Data
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10.4.1. Functionalities for More Relevant Data in Sharing Platforms by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size selected a “bump” system as their first choice (37.3%), Community
based reputation system (34.5%), and an Aging weight system (24.1%).
Smaller organizations by staff size selected Community based reputation and an Aging weight system
weight system equally (42.3% each)
10.4.2. Functionalities for More Relevant Data in Sharing Platforms by Patient/Customer
Volume

Larger organizations by staff size selected Community based reputation (41.2%). Second was a
“bump” system (32.4%), and last was an aging weight system at 23.%. Those choices align with those
of the general respondent population.
Smaller organizations by staff size preferred an Aging weight systems (57.1%) and a “bump” system
equally (28.6%).
10.4.3. Functionalities for More Relevant Data in Sharing Platforms by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector selected Community based reputation as their top choice at
40.7%, followed by some sort of “bump” system and an Aging weight system (29.6% each)

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector selected some sort of “bump”
system (40.0%), then a Community based reputation system (33.3%), and finally an aging
weight system (26.7%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector selected Community based reputation system as their
top choice (42.1%), an Aging weight system (31.6%), and a “bump” system (26.3%)

•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector unanimously selected Community based reputation as their
first choice (62.5%), second is some sort of “bump” system (25.0%), and last is an Aging weight
system (12.5%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector also selected Community based
reputation as their first choice (38.1%), in second came some sort of “bump” system (33.3%),
and third is an Aging weight system (28.6%).
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•

Public Health: This sub-sector selected Community based reputation system as their top choice
(45.5%), in second came an Aging weight system (36.4%), and finally a “bump” system
(18.2%).

10.5. Accuracy and Incentives
Respondents were asked if there should be some sort of reward system in place for accurate and
actionable submissions. As shown in Figure 25, overwhelmingly, nearly half the responding
population said “None” (48.1%), meaning that they do not believe that there should be a reward
system in place. Other organizations believe rewards should be given based on an organization’s
contributions (22.2%), or reporting previously unknown, but validated, threats/vulnerabilities (14.8%)

Figure 25: Rewards for Actionable Data
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Organizations that did believe that rewards should be given (segmenting away those who selected
“None”) prefer discounted or free conference admission (25.0%), discounts for certification testing
dues (22.2%), training discounts for partner organizations (19.4%), or discounts for Security Controls
and support (13.9%).
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Figure 26: Rewards for Actionable Data (Segmented Population)
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10.5.1. Accuracy and Incentives by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size agree that there should be no rewards for providing actionable data
(50.0%). 18.1% agreed that there should be rewards based on organizational and individual
contributions equally. They would prefer these rewards to be discounts for certifications for testing or
dues (30.0%) or discounted conference admission (23.1%).
Smaller organizations by staff size mostly agree to not having rewards for actionable data (45.5%).
Other organizations believe that rewards should be given for reporting unknown threats/vulnerabilities
or based on organization contributions (27.3% each). These organizations would prefer rewards such
as discounted conference admission, training discounts for partner organizations, or discounted rates
for Security Controls and support (22.2% each).
10.5.2. Accuracy and Incentives by Patient/Customer Volume

Most of the larger organizations by patient/customer volume expressed that there should not be a
reward for providing actionable data (47.6%). The rest of the population believes that rewards should
be given based on organization contributions (23.8%). They would prefer the rewards to be discounts
for certification testing or dues (25.0%); or training discounts for partner organizations (20.8%); or
discounted or free conference admission (20.8%).
Smaller organizations by patient/customer volume expressed that there should not be a reward based
on providing actionable data (50.0%). The rest of the population believes that rewards should be
based on organization contributions or based on reporting unknown vulnerabilities/threats (25.0%
each). These organizations would prefer the rewards to be discounted conference admissions or
discounted rates for Security controls and support (28.6% each).
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10.5.3. Accuracy and Incentives by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: 52.9% of this sub-sector agrees that no rewards should be given for
providing actionable data. The rest of the population (17.6% each) agreed equally that rewards
based on contributions and validating new threats/vulnerabilities should be given. Organizations
believe that awards should be given as discounts for certification testing or dues and training
discounts for partner organizations equally (26.3%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: 50.0% of this sub-sector agrees that there should
be no reward system for providing actionable data. The remainder of the population expressed
that those rewards should be based on reporting previously unknown threats/vulnerabilities and
based on organization contribution (20.0% each). For those who believe that rewards should be
in place, the top choice was discounted or free conference admission (33.3%), the rest of the
options tied distantly behind (16.7% each).

•

Health Plans and Payers: 50% of this sub-sector agrees that there should be no reward system
for providing actionable data. The remainder believes that those awards should take be based on
organization contributions (20.0%). For those who did believe that rewards should be given they
expressed that those awards should take as discounts for certification testing or dues (30.8%),
then training discounts for partner organizations (23.1%), and distantly behind at 15.4% is
discounted or free conference admission.

•

Medical Materials: 40% of this sub-sector agrees that there should be no reward system for
providing actionable data and the same amount believe that rewards should be based on
organization contribution. 20% believe that rewards should be based on reporting previously
unknown but validated threats/vulnerabilities. For those who believe that awards should be given
the top choice was discounted cyber insurance (28.6%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: 57.1% of this sub-sector agrees that there should
be no reward system for providing actionable data. 14.3% believe that rewards should be given
depending on contributions and reporting new vulnerabilities. For those that believe that rewards
should be in place, they believe that the reward should be discounted training from partner
organizations (23.1%). Various others fell distantly behind starting at 15.4% and below.

•

Public Health: 62.5% of this sub-sector believes that there should be no rewards for providing
actionable information. 25.0% believe that rewards should be based on organization
contributions (25.0%). For those who believe that rewards should be in place, the top choice was
training and discounts (28.6%), and several others ranked distantly behind starting at 14.3% and
lower.
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11. ISAO/ISAC GOVERNANCE FEATURES
11.1. ISAO/ISAC Role
Respondents were able to provide their thoughts on how large of a role ISAO/ISAC should have in
the information sharing process. As shown in Figure 27, most of the respondents thought that the
ISAO/ISAC should have an active role (55.6%), meaning that they should share CTI of their own into
the platform. Not distantly behind was the belief that they should have staff involved to help validate
CTI information (37.0%). Only 7.4% of the responding population believed that ISAO/ISAC should
have no role and only provide the platform to share.
Based on the responses submitted an overwhelming 92.6% of the responding population believes that
ISAO/ISAC should have a large role, mostly in the capacity of sharing information of their own, but
also vetting the information that is being submitted by organizations.
Figure 27: Role of ISAO/ISAC
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11.1.1. ISAO/ISAC Role by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size agreed with the general respondents’ choices. First came Active
participation (50.0%), followed by believing that ISAO/ISAC should play a role in validating
submissions (37.5%), and only 12.5% of this demographic believe that their role should only be to
provide and maintain the CTI sharing platform.
Smaller organizations by staff size echoed their large counterparts by believing that the ISAO/ISAC
should having an active role (63.6%) and have ISAO/ISAC staff members analyze and help validate
submissions (36.4%).
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11.1.2. ISAO/ISAC Role by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume believed that ISAO/ISAC should have an active role
(47.6%), or that their role should include having staff that will analyze and help validate submissions
(42.9%). Only 9.5% believed that the ISAO/ISAC’s role should be to provide and maintain the
platform.
The majority of smaller organizations by patient/customer volume believe that the ISAO/ISAC’s role
should be active (75.0%). The rest of this population believes that their role should be to have a staff
that actively analyzes and helps validate submissions (25.0%).
11.1.3. ISAO/ISAC Role by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: 58.8% of this sub-sector believes that ISAO/ISAC should have an active
role, 35.3% believe that their role should be to analyze and help validate submissions, and only
5.9% believe that their role should be to only provide and maintain the platform.

•

Health Information Technology Company: 60.0% of this sub-sector believes that ISAO/ISAC
should be active, 30.0% believe that their role should be to provide staff to analyze and help
validate submissions, and 10.0% believe that their role should be to only provide and maintain
the platform.

•

Health Plans and Payers: 50.0% of this sub-sector believes that ISAO/ISAC’s role should be to
analyze and validate submissions, 41.7% believe that their role should be more active, and only
8.3% believe that they should only provide and maintain the platform.

•

Medical Materials: 60% of this sub-sector believes that ISAO/ISAC’s role should be to have
staff analyze and validate submissions, while the remaining 40.0% believes that their role should
be to and active one.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sectors believes that ISAO/ISAC should
have an active role (50.0%), and 42.9% believe that ISAO/ISAC should provide staff to analyze
and validate submissions. Only 7.1% of this sub-sector believes that their role should be to
provide and maintain the platform.

•

Public Health: 62.5% of this sub-sector believes that this ISAO/ISAC’s role should be active,
and 37.5% believes that their role should be to provide staff to analyze and validate submissions.

11.2. Knowledge Services Needed From ISAO/ISAC
Organizations were asked to identify what type of knowledge services ISAO/ISAC should provide.
As shown in Figure 28, most organizations would need guidance on operationalizing sharing as part
of incident response (36.8%), guidance on staffing/skill sets recommending for operationalizing
sharing (23.5%), or support for the CTI sharing deployment (23.5%).
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Figure 28: Knowledge Services Needed from ISAO/ISAC
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11.2.1. Knowledge Services Needed From ISAO/ISAC by Staff size

Larger organizations by staff size would like ISAO/ISAC to provide guidance on how to
operationalize sharing as part of incident response (37.9%), support to deploy CTI sharing (31.0%), or
guidance on staffing/skill sets recommended for operationalizing sharing (17.2%).
Smaller organizations would like guidance on how to operationalize sharing as part of incident
response (39.4%), guidance on staffing/skill sets recommended for operationalizing sharing (33.3%),
and support to deploy the CTI solution (18.2%).
11.2.2. Knowledge Services Needed From ISAO/ISAC by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume would like ISAO/ISAC to provide guidance on how
to operationalize sharing as part of incident response (35.2%), support to deploy the CTI sharing
solution (25.9%), or guidance on staffing/skill sets recommended for operationalizing sharing (20.4%).
Smaller organizations by patient/customer volume would like ISAO/ISAC to provide guidance on
how to operationalize sharing as part of incident response (50.0%), guidance on staffing/skill sets
recommended for operationalizing sharing (37.5%), or support to deploy the CTI sharing solution
(12.5%)
11.2.3. Knowledge Services Needed From ISAO/ISAC by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector would like guidance on how to operationalize sharing as
part of incident response (35.7%), deployment support for the CTI platform (28.6%), and
guidance on staffing/skill sets recommended for operationalizing sharing (21.4%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector would like guidance on how to
operationalize sharing as part of incident response (41.7%), guidance on staffing/skill sets
recommended for operationalizing sharing (25.0%), and deployment support for the CTI
platform (16.7%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector would like guidance on how to operationalize sharing
as part of incident response (36.7%), deployment support for the CTI platform (30.0%), and
guidance on staffing/skill sets recommended for operationalizing sharing (23.3%).
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•

Medical Materials: This sub-sector would like deployment support for the CTI platform
(40.0%) and guidance on staffing/skill sets recommended for operationalizing sharing (40.0%).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector would like guidance on how to
operationalize sharing as part of incident response (37.1%), deployment support for the CTI
platform (28.6%), and guidance on staffing/skill sets recommended for operationalizing sharing
(17.1%).

•

Public Health: This sub-sector would like guidance on how to operationalize sharing as part of
incident response (50.0%) and provide courses and certification for developing skillsets (50.0%).

11.3. Code of Conduct and Consequences
Respondents were asked if they believe there should be a code of conduct agreement in place for
sharing participation. All respondents unanimously agreed (100.0%) that there should be a code of
conduct in order to participate in the sharing process.
As a follow-up question, respondents were asked what the consequences should be in case there is a
violation towards the code of conduct. As shown in Figure 29, most agree that there should be a
revoking of sharing or other certification status (55.6%), second was blacklisting offending
individual(s) from ISAO/ISAC membership and sharing platform use (25.9%), third was pursuing
legal action against the offending organization (11.1%), and finally was blacklisting the offending
organization (9.5%). Respondents widely believe that all organizations should be required adopt a
common Code of Conduct for everyone who wishes to enter a CTI sharing platform together.
Additionally, the majority would agree that those who are not meeting the expectations of the Code of
Conduct should simply not be allowed to participate in the CTI platform.
Figure 29: Consequences Due to Violation of Code of Conduct
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11.3.1. ISAO/ISAC Code of Conduct and Consequences by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size would want to revoke the sharing status of the offending
organizations (50.0%), or blacklist the offending individual from ISAO/ISAC membership (31.3%).
The least popular choice was pursuing legal action towards the offending organization at 18.8%.
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Smaller organizations believe that revoking of sharing or other certification should be the
consequence for violating (63.6%), followed by a two-way tie of blacklisting the offending
organization from ISAO/ISAC membership and the sharing platform and also the individual (18.2%
each).
11.3.2. ISAO/ISAC Code of Conduct and Consequences by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume mostly believe revoking of sharing or other
certification status would be the most appropriate consequence for violating the Code of Conduct
(57.2%). Next was blacklisting the individual only rather than the entire organization (28.6%).
Smaller organizations by patient/customer believe that blacklisting the organization from sharing
would be most appropriate (50.0%), followed by blacklisting the individual only (25.0%) or simply
revoking sharing privileges (25.0%).
11.3.3. ISAO/ISAC Code of Conduct and Consequences by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: For this sub-sector 52.9% believes that as a consequence sharing or other
certification status should be revoked, followed by blacklisting the individual (29.4%). Distantly
third is pursuing legal action (11.3%), and finally blacklisting the offending organization (5.9%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: For this sub-sector 50.0% believes that as a
consequence sharing or other certification status should be revoked, followed by blacklisting the
individual (30.0%). Distantly third is pursuing legal action or blacklisting the offending
organization (10.0% each).

•

Health Plans and Payers: For this sub-sector 41.7% believes that as a consequence sharing or
other certification status should be revoked, followed by blacklisting the individual (33.3%).
Distantly third is pursuing legal action (16.7%), and finally blacklisting the offending
organization (8.3%).

•

Medical Materials: 60% believes that revoking of sharing or other certification status should be
instituted, followed by blacklisting the offending individual and pursuing legal action against the
organization equally (20.0% each).

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: The majority of the sub-sector believes that
revoking sharing and certification statuses would be the most appropriate action to take (50.0%),
followed by blacklisting the offending individual from ISAO/ISAC (28.6%), and finally
pursuing legal action against the organization (21.4%).

•

Public Health: Overwhelmingly the majority of this sub-sector believes that revoking the
sharing and other certification status should be the consequence (62.5%); followed by
blacklisting the individual, blacklisting the entire organization, and pursuing legal action all
equally (12.5% each).
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11.4. Background Check Requirements
Respondents were asked if they believe that individuals should undergo a background check in order
participate in the CTI sharing process. As shown in Figure 30, most said “Yes” (63.0%), and only
37.0% of the respondents do not feel that background checks should be required.
Figure 30: Background Check Requirements
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11.4.1. Background Check Requirements by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size selected “Yes” and “No” equally for requiring background checks.
Smaller organizations by staff size overwhelmingly responded “Yes” with 81.8% agreeing to
background checks, leaving “No” in the minority (18.2%)
11.4.2. Background Check Requirements by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume mostly agreed that background checks should be
required with 52.4% saying “Yes”, and 47.6% “No”. Smaller organizations unanimously agreed that
background checks should be required.
11.4.3. Background Check Requirements of Conduct by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector mostly selected “Yes” to requiring background checks
(52.9%), and only 47.1% selected “No”.

•

Health Information Technology Company: This sub-sector overwhelmingly selected “Yes” to
requiring background checks (70.0%), and only 30.0% selected “No”.

•

Health Plans and Payers: This sub-sector was split down the middle at 50.0% for responses
between “Yes” and “No” to requiring background checks.

•

Medical Materials: 60% of this sub-sector believes that background checks should not be
required, and only 40.0% believes that they should be required.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector was split down to 50.0% for
responses between “Yes” and “No” to requiring background checks.

•

Public Health: This sub-sector mostly selected “Yes” to requiring background checks (52.5%),
while 37.5% selected “No”.
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12. ORGANIZATION BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION
12.1. Annual Financial Capability to Participate in CTI Sharing
Organizations were asked to indicate how much cost they would be able to tolerate to take advantage
of the CTI sharing platform. As shown in Figure 31, most companies responded saying that they
would not pay until they could asses the value of the platform (25.9%); or would only be able to
contribute no more than $5,000 (25.9%). Additionally there are organizations who would not be able
contribute financially at all (14.8%). A detailed breakdown is represented below.

Figure 31: Annual Financial Capability to Participate in CTI Sharing
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CTI source feeds from established providers come at different price levels depending on what an
organization may need. For example, an organization that has the technological maturity to consume
CTI source feeds and analyze on their own could pay anywhere from $50,000-$100,000 for the feeds
alone. On the other hand an organization who lacks the technical maturity would need to receive
information that is ready to digest and put into action, this type of CTI information can cost anywhere
from $200,000-$300,000. Based on responses provided, it can be determined that 70.4% of the
respondents would not be able to use paid-source feeds as it may be too costly for their organization.
12.1.1. Annual Financial Capability to Participate in CTI Sharing by Staff Size

Larger organizations by staff size also agree that they would have to assess the CTI platform’s value
before being able to provide any financial contributions (30.8%). Only 7.7% of the respondents would
make a financial contribution of $100,000 thousand or more. 46.2% would only be able to contribute
from $5,000-$25,000. The remaining 7.7% would not be able to provide any financial contributions.
Smaller organizations by staff size mostly agree that they would only be able to contribute up to
$5,000 (50.0%). While 25.0% would not be able to contribute anything, and 25.0% would have to
assess the platform’s value.
12.1.2. Annual Financial Capability to Participate in CTI Sharing by Patient/Customer Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume mostly agreed that they would have to assess the
value that the CTI platform provides before determining how much they would contribute (33.3%).
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50.0% of respondents for this population would be able to contribute from $5,000-$25,000. 16.7%
would not be able to provide any financial contributions.
Smaller organizations by patient/customer volume would only be able to financially contribute $5,000
or less for the CTI sharing platform.
12.1.3. Annual Financial Capability to Participate in CTI Sharing by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: This sub-sector mostly believes that they would have to assess the value of
the CTI sharing platform before making financial contributions (23.5%), and an equal amount
would not be able to contribute financially at all (23.5%). Most organizations for this sub-sector
would only be able to contribute $25,000 or less (64.7%).

•

Health Information Technology Company: Most in this sub-sector would only be able to
provide between $5,000- $10,000 (30.0%). Most organizations for this sub-sector would only be
able to contribute $25,000 or less (80.0%).

•

Health Plans and Payers: Most in this sub-sector would have to assess the value of the CTI
platform before being able to determine how much they would be able to financially contribute
(41.7%). Most organizations for this sub-sector would only be able to contribute $25,000 or less
(58.3%).

•

Medical Materials: Most of this sub-sector would be able to contribute at approximately
$10,000 for the CTI sharing platform (40.0%). 20.0% would have to assess the platform’s value
first in order to determine how much they would be able to contribute, 20.0% would not be able
to provide any financial contributions. And 20.0% would be able to provide $100,000.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: This sub-sector mostly believed that they would
have to assess the value of the CTI sharing platform before making financial contributions
(28.6%). 7.7% would be able to contribute $100,000. The majority would only contribute from
$5,000-$25,000 (46.2%).

•

Public Health: Most in this sub-sector would have to assess the value of the CTI platform before
being able to determine how much they would be able to financially contribute (25.0%); and an
equal number responded to only being able to contribute no more than $5,000 (25.0%). Most
organizations for this sub-sector would only be able to contribute $25,000 or less (50.0%).

12.2. Perceived Value and Current Level of Buy-In for CTI Sharing Efforts
Respondents were asked if they felt that their organization understood the value of CTI sharing
platforms. As shown in Figure 32, most organizations overwhelmingly responded “Yes” (80.8%),
leaving the minority responding “No” (19.2%).
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Figure 32: Does Your Organization Value CTI?
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Additionally, respondents were asked at what level buy-in is currently present in their organizations
for CTI efforts. As shown in Figure 33, most organizations responded saying that Executive
Management buy-in is currently present (32.7%). 23.6% responded that buy-in is present from the
Executive Board, 18.2% buy-in is present at the Manager/Supervisor level, and 14.4% have buy-in
from the entire department.
Overall it appears that respondents feel that Information Security is valued at their organizations.
Most level of buy-in is present at the Executive level (56.3%). Since 80.0% of these organizations
already value CTI, it may be easier for these organizations to adopt CTI and the program would have
a higher chance of succeeding as their top leadership would be aware and invested in the process.
Figure 33: Level of Buy-In for CTI
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12.2.1.

Perceived Value and Level of Buy-In Required To Adopt CTI by Staff Size

The majority of larger organizations by staff size overwhelmingly responded “Yes” believing that
their organization values CTI (93.3%). Only 6.7% responded “No”. Furthermore 29.4% of these
organizations have a level of buy-in with the Executive Board to participate in a CTI platform, 26.5%
have it with Executive Management, and 17.6% would have a present level of buy-in from a
Manager/Supervisor.
The majority of smaller organizations by staff size overwhelmingly responded “Yes” believing that
their organization values CTI (63.6%). 36.4% responded “No”. Additionally most organizations of
this population have a level of buy-in at the Executive Management level (44.0%). 16.0% have
Manager Supervisor buy-in, and 16.0% have the buy-in from an Entire Department.
12.2.2. Perceived Value and Level of Buy-In Required To Adopt CTI by Patient/Customer
Volume

Larger organizations by patient/customer volume agree that CTI sharing platforms are valued in their
organization (75.0%), only 25.0% believe that their organization does not value CTI. Most have a
level buy-in at the Executive Management level for a CTI sharing platform (44.4%). 22.2% would
have it the buy-in from a Manager/Supervisor, and 22.2% have buy-in from an Entire Department.
Smaller organizations by staff size have a less overwhelming response to “Yes” to their organizations
valuing CTI, however still at the majority (63.6%), only 36.4% responded with “No”. Most would
have a level of buy-in at the Executive Management level to participate in CTI sharing (44.0%).
16.0% have buy-in from Entire Department’s approval, and 16.0% have buy-in from a
Manager/Supervisor’s approval.
12.2.3. Perceived Value and Level of Buy-In Required To Adopt CTI by Sub-sector

•

Direct Patient Care: Most of the sub-sector believes that their organization values CTI sharing
(70.6%). Most would have buy-in at the Executive Management level (32.4%). 24.3% have buyin from the Executive Board buy-in, 16.2% have buy-in from a Manager/Supervisor, and 16.2%
have buy-in from the Entire Department.

•

Health Information Technology Company: Most of the sub-sector believes that their
organization values CTI sharing (88.9%). Most have buy-in from Executive Management
(36.8%). 21.1% have buy-in from the Executive Board, and 21.1% have buy-in from a
Manager/Supervisor.

•

Health Plans and Payers: Most of the sub-sector believes that their organization values CTI
sharing (75.0%). Most would have Executive Management buy-in (47.4%). 21.1% have buy-in
from the Executive Board, and 15.8% have buy-in from an entire department.

•

Medical Materials: Most of the sub-sector believes that their organization values CTI sharing
(80.0%). Most have buy-in from Executive Management (29.4%). 23.5% have buy-in from a
Manager/Supervisor, and 17.6% have buy-in from the Executive Board or the Entire Department
equally.

•

Pharmaceuticals, Laboratories, and Blood: Most of the sub-sector believes that their
organization values CTI sharing (85.7%). Most have buy-in from the Executive Board (28.1%).
28.1% have Executive Management buy-in, 18.8% have buy-in from a Manager/Supervisor, and
15.6% have buy-in from the Entire Department.

•

Public Health: Most of the sub-sector believes that their organization values CTI sharing
(62.5%). Most have buy-in from Executive Management (31.6%), 21.1% have buy-in from the
Executive Board buy-in, and 21.1% would need buy-in from a Manager/Supervisor.
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13. CONCLUSION
Objective I
The results of this research indicate that cyber threat information sharing is expected to rise, with
many respondents indicating they will be using it within the next 12 months, despite some challenges
and negative perceptions. Of note are the direct patient care and medical materials sub-sectors, which
indicated large anticipated growth in use of cyber threat information in the near term and can be
considered the “growth” segments in this group. Conversely, the health plans and payers and
pharmaceuticals, laboratories, and blood sub-sectors appear to be more “mature” segments, with much
higher rates of cyber threat information sharing use.
Generally speaking, perceived effectiveness of cyber threat information sharing was low, especially
amongst segments indicating higher levels of participation, and even those that do not participate –
implying a negative perception overall. In fact, in many sub-sectors, perceived effectiveness was
even lower for organizations with cyber threat information sharing in place. Interestingly, the
pharmaceuticals, laboratories, and blood sub-sector, which reported a high level of participation,
reported the highest level of incidents prevented/detected, even though it indicated lower than average
perceived effectiveness of cyber threat information sharing. Generally low numbers of incidents
prevented/detected amongst respondents overall seems to corroborate with low perceived
effectiveness, however. Perhaps adding to the perceived ineffectiveness of cyber threat information
sharing is the fact that many respondents identified staffing or talent as a top gap/pain point, implying
inability to assign sufficient resources or the right quality resources to cyber threat initiatives.
With respect to sources of cyber threat information sharing, respondents, depending on segment,
appear to vary between potential sensitivity to price (preferring free options) and favoring more
“reputable” sources (membership only non-government and government sources, for example), while
all preferred using multiple sources, perhaps to improve coverage. Still, a common complaint
amongst respondents across segments was that there lacked a single authoritative source of
information, so there is frustration at having to use multiple sources. Both the “growth” and “mature”
segments generally preferred open source or free feeds and membership only non-government
sources. Further, respondents reported intelligence or information not being actionable as another top
pain point.
Another insight gleaned from responses is that there is generally low awareness, appreciation, and/or
understanding amongst the respondents of common/popular cyber threat information sharing
standards such as STIX, TAXII, and TLP. Many respondents chose “other standard type” as their
response, so further research/discussion into what these “others” are may be warranted. The mature
pharmaceuticals, laboratories, and blood sub-sector indicated use of multiple established standards –
more so than other segments.
Finally, top risks amongst respondents were social engineering, APTs, and careless insiders. Though
these are broad buckets, it reveals that respondents are concerned almost equally with internal sources
than with external sources. Increased security awareness/training may be called for. Further, “APTs”
as a bucket deserves further research/discussion with respondents as it is too generic and
broadly/inconsistently defined and/or understood to be of value in generating insights and
understanding on its own.
Objective II
Results from this survey conclude that Cyber Threat Information is valued by organizations, and that
members at the Executive level are actively participating in their organizations. Executive level
sponsorship towards Cyber Threat Information would be very important to its success as the top
leadership would be invested.
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Generally speaking, when assessing the capabilities for smaller organizations and larger
organizations, it’s the smaller organizations that will require greater assistance in order to execute a
Cyber Threat Information program. Based on survey responses, smaller organizations are more likely
to have 0-5 dedicated Information Security professionals working for then; meanwhile, larger
organizations are more likely to have at least more Information Security professional working for
them. Not only are smaller organizations likely to have less security professionals, but they are also
more likely to be financially limited to execute a Cyber Threat Information program. Based on the
potential cost of acquiring outsource information data and the amount that smaller organizations
would be able to financially contribute, it is clear that smaller organizations would not be able to
tolerate such cost.
Based on the survey responses, it’s overwhelmingly clear that the ISAO/ISAC would be required to
play a large role in Cyber Threat Information, and not to simply establish the CTI sharing
infrastructure. First, organizations would expect the ISAO/ISAC to provide source-feeds into the CTI
platform. Second, it is also expected that the ISAO/ISAC would provide resources in order to actively
validate the information that is being disseminated and shared amongst organizations.
Although SIEM is the most popular tool that organizations are looking to use in order to facilitate
automation, there are many other technologies that are also being considered—most of which are
already being used by organizations in one way or another. Additionally, organizations are looking to
Cyber Threat Information solutions that will provide automation in terms of both receiving and
sharing information. However, before they engage in using such a platform, organizations would like
to ensure that they are part of a trusted group.
Figure 34 shows that, since 2011, the Healthcare Industry has consistently placed first or second on
the list of most breached industries, meanwhile in comparison Financial Services, which has one of
the more mature information sharing capabilities in place, the HPH sector remains distantly behind.
Figure34: Breach Statistics 2010-2015
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Overall

Since the commencement of this award, there has been a significant leap into the right direction that
will enable the HPH sector to participate in actively sharing cybersecurity threat information. The
Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act may help to ease some of the HPH sector’s concerns
regarding the legal risk of CTI sharing, however, the remnant lack of compliance guidance for the
Sector leaves many organizations hesitant to share information. A CTI sharing model that provides
clear guidance on how to share information while remaining in compliance with HIPAA standards
would go a long way in facilitating CTI sharing. Further, organizations state that automation in the
information sharing process would greatly benefit all members, as it will allow them all to quickly
disseminate and share the information with the community. However, finding a common technical
language to do so will be also be challenging. As cybersecurity threats continue to emerge,
organizations require more timely and relevant information in order effectively counter cybersecurity
threats.
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14. RECOMMENDATIONS
For this grant, a total of 96 organizations were able to provide their input as to what their constraints
to participating in Cyber Threat Information are, express where Cyber Threat Information platforms
are not meeting their expectation, and where these Cyber Threat Information platforms can be
enhanced to meet their needs.
It is apparent through this research that organizations in the Health Care sector face a variety of
challenges around limited resources, such as limited amount of staff and financial capacity, and
require more specific guidance. Many of these organizations (85%) stated that they are already using
Cyber Threat Information 1, but would agree that current solutions are not providing the actionable
data that they need and at times simply consider this as “noise”. Furthermore, organizations are
looking to not only receive actionable information, but they are looking for solutions that will allow
automation to share and receive Cyber Threat Indicators in order to establish a more efficient solution.
Thus, based on the input received, a Cyber Threat Information model, such as the one developed by
United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT), could be leveraged and enhanced
in order to provide a platform that could serve the needs of the Health Care industry for the following
reasons:
•

This model currently supports Automated Indicators Sharing and leverages Structured Threat
Information Expression (STIX) and Trusted Automated Exchange Indicator Information
(TAXII). Based on external research and this survey, it was determined that these are very
common in CTI solutions.

•

This model would assist smaller organizations which may not be as technologically mature and
allow them to participate even if they are not leveraging STIX or TAXII. This sharing model
also offer opportunities to share cyber threat information via web form and e-mail, a method that
is accessible to most, if not all, organizations.

•

Additionally this model has taken into consideration that the inclusion of Non-Federal entities is
vital to a sharing platform and have already started the ground work with guidance on how to
incorporate these types of organizations.

•

Finally this sharing platform can not only leverage indicators being shared by Non-Federal
entities, but also includes indicators from managed security providers and indicators from
Federal entities as well which includes ISACs & ISAOs.

As discovered in Objective II, it is clear that organizations are not just hoping for a sharing platform
to utilize. They also require ISAC/ISAO to play a large role in a Cyber Threat Information platform.
As part of building a platform where organizations can trust the indicators, they are looking to the
ISAO/ISAC to effectively validate the information that is being shared. Organizations would require
guidance on how to incorporate these indicators to effectively use a platform like this in their
respective organizations. Additionally, organizations in the HPH sector require guidance on how to
carefully share indicators of their own, ensuring that they remain compliant with all security and/or
privacy regulations.

1

The broader use of the term CTI Sharing, coupled with the generally low number of survey
responses, may account for the unusually high reported CTI sharing participation rate when compared
to similar studies. See Section 15, infra.
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15. RESEARCH LIMITATIONS & LESSONS LEARNED
The obvious limitation was low turnout in both Objective I and Objective II survey responses. One of
these causes, ironically, may be a general hesitation, across the HPH sector, to share security
information. To address this anticipated limitation, proactive steps were taken when crafting
communications containing the survey link and in the design of the survey itself to reduce the number
of “phishing flags”. Within the survey, questions regarding identification information and the use of
specific security tools/products were made optional, so that the questions could not be misconstrued
as reconnaissance attempts. Partnerships were also established with NH-ISAC, Infragard, news
outlets, blog sites, and conferences to feature the grant effort in articles and related media, in order to
spread awareness of the legitimacy of the effort as a whole. We believe the online news outlets and
social networks help spread the word about this effort in a big way.
With that said, even more extensive outreach would be needed in future efforts, in order to overcome
cultural barriers to information sharing and to increase participation and feedback. A more direct
integration of these two general approaches, physical outreach and the use electronic survey methods,
may prove effective. Suggestions for such a hybrid approach include participation at healthcare
security conferences for the explicit purpose of discussing CTI sharing research projects. This would
allow representatives to provide a comfortable semi-public environment to discuss research efforts on
a person-to-person level, while disseminating information about electronic submissions or direct
paper copies of the survey. Additional outreach approaches include creating an extensive social
media presence via a marketing agency, as well as targeting outreach efforts to relatively isolated
subsectors (Mortuary Care) and smaller organizations (private practice) that may be difficult to reach
through national level events. This targeted approach could be accomplished through partnerships
with local associations and by sponsoring local conferences.
For this study, Harris Health System decided that a survey model would best capture the required
information, considering the scope of this effort, as well as time/resource requirements and ease of
generating reportable metrics. However, Harris Health System recognized that this method was not
without inherent limitation. A survey format does not lend itself to complex explanation or lengthy
discussion, as those characteristics can dissuade potential participants that are short on time. To
reduce this risk, the survey was designed to be easy to use and straightforward in an effort to cut down
on the annoyance factor. This design decision, while generally effective, may have resulted in
oversimplification in certain questions, allowing for a variety of interpretations. An example of this
effect may be seen in Question 7, which was phrased “do you incorporate cyber threat information
sharing in your day-to-day operations currently?” The HPH sector had demonstrated in the objective
I survey that there are a variety of sources it considers as comprising “CTI Sharing”. Therefore the
term was subject to wide interpretation when subsequently used in the Objective II survey. In
retrospect, the question may have had more meaning if it was scoped as specifically comprising
participation in an ISAO/ISAC sharing model. The broader use of the term CTI Sharing, coupled
with the generally low number of survey responses, may account for the unusually high reported CTI
sharing participation rate when compared to similar studies.
To reduce prevent this occurrence in future studies, researchers should rely on a variety of feedback
techniques, including the use of working groups and open discussion forums. Quantifying certain
data points may be challenging compared to a pure survey approach, however the combination would
reduce the risk of bias and possible oversimplification due to the use of a single technique.
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16.2. Glossary
Term
Account Access
Management

Active Log Monitoring

Advanced Persistent
Threats

Definition
Account Access lets owners give other users access to supported
products in their accounts without exposing their passwords, as
well as control what those users can do in your account by setting
their Access levels. An effective account access management
solution allows your organization to track precisely who has
access to what information across the organization. Access
control is a critical function of a centralized, single-point
provisioning system. In addition to protecting sensitive
information, access controls expose existing accounts that have
unapproved authorizations or are no longer necessary.
Inappropriate accounts can pose one of the most serious threats to
your organization's security because they cannot be detected as
active attacks on information.
An approach that leverages smart recognition algorithms to take
current log data and use it to predict future states. This using
complex statistics that compare real-time conditions to previous
conditions, or past issues. For example it may leverage anomaly
detection, steady state analysis, and trending capabilities to
predict that a workload is about to hit its max capacity.
A threat that possesses sophisticated levels of expertise and
significant resources which allow it to create opportunities to
achieve its objectives by using multiple attack vectors (e.g.,
cyber, physical, and deception). These objectives typically
include establishing and extending footholds within the
information technology infrastructure of the targeted
organizations for purposes of exfiltrating information,
undermining or impeding critical aspects of a mission, program,
or organization; or positioning itself to carry out these objectives
in the future. The advanced persistent threat: (i) pursues its
objectives repeatedly over an extended period of time; (ii) adapts
to defenders’ efforts to resist it; and (iii) is determined to
maintain the level of interaction needed to execute its objectives.
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Term
Careless Insider

Change Control
Management

Cloud Security

Compromised User
Credential

Cross-Site Scripting

Cyber Crime

Definition
An employee or someone with authorized access to a system or
network that may inadvertently expose an organization to security
risks due to careless actions (i.e. pressing the wrong key,
accidentally deleting or modifying critical information, etc.).
A systematic approach to managing all changes made to a
product or system. The purpose is to ensure that no unnecessary
changes are made, that all changes are documented, that services
are not unnecessarily disrupted and that resources are used
efficiently. Within information technology (IT), change control is
a component of change management.
A set of control-based technologies and policies designed to
adhere to regulatory compliance rules and protect information,
data applications and infrastructure associated with cloud
computing use. Because of the cloud's very nature as a shared
resource, identity management, privacy and access control are of
particular concern. With more organizations using cloud
computing and associated cloud providers for data operations,
proper security in these and other potentially vulnerable areas
have become a priority for organizations contracting with a cloud
computing provider.
A user account credential that is fully or partially under the
unauthorized control of someone other than the legitimate user.
Compromised credentials may expose institutions to a range of
risks that include loss of the confidentiality and integrity of
sensitive data, such as customer information and confidential
business information. Further, compromised credentials enable
cyber attackers to disrupt and degrade systems or process
fraudulent financial transactions that may not be recovered by the
institutions.
A type of cyber attack where malicious scripts are injected into
otherwise benign and trusted web sites. XSS attacks occur when
an attacker uses a web application to send malicious code,
generally in the form of a browser side script, to a different end
user. Flaws that allow these attacks to succeed are quite
widespread and may occur anywhere a web application uses
invalidated or unencoded user input within its generated output.
Cybercrime entails any illegal activity that uses a computer as its
primary means of commission. The growing list of cybercrimes
includes network intrusions and the dissemination of computer
viruses, as well as computer-based variations of existing crimes,
such as identity theft, stalking, bullying and terrorism.
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Term
Cyber Threat
Intelligence

Data Protection

Denial of Service

Financial Resources

Internet of Things

Malicious Insiders

Malware

Definition
“Evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms,
indicators, implications and actionable advice about an existing
or emerging menace or hazard to assets that can be used to inform
decisions regarding the subject’s response to that menace or
hazard.” (Gartner)
The process of safeguarding important information from
corruption and/or loss. The term data protection is used to
describe both operational backup of data and disaster
recovery/business continuity (BC/DR). A data protection strategy
should include data lifecycle management (DLM), a process that
automates the movement of critical data to online and offline
storage and information lifecycle management (ILM), a
comprehensive strategy for valuing, cataloging and protecting
information assets from application/user errors, malware/virus
attacks, machine failure or facility outages/disruptions.
The prevention of authorized access to resources or the delaying
of time-critical operations. (Time-critical may be milliseconds or
it may be hours, depending upon the service provided.).
The money available to a business for spending in the form of
cash, liquid securities and credit lines. Before going into
business, an entrepreneur needs to secure sufficient financial
resources in order to be able to operate efficiently and sufficiently
well to promote success.
The IoT links smart objects to the Internet. It can enable an
exchange of data never available before, and bring users
information in a more secure way. Cisco estimates the IoT will
consist of 50 billion devices connected to the Internet by 2020.
Gain deeper insight with analytics using our IoT System to
enhance productivity, create new business models, and generate
new revenue streams.
A malicious insider is a current or former employee or contractor
who deliberately exploits or exceeds his or her authorized level of
network, system or data access in a way that negatively affected
the security of the organization’s data, systems, or daily business
operations.
Malicious software that is inserted into a program or application,
usually covertly, with the intent of compromising the
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the victim’s data,
applications,
or
operating
system.
A virus, worm, Trojan horse, or other code-based malicious entity
that successfully infects a host.
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Term
Medical Device
Security

Mobile Device Security

Open Indicators of
Compromise
Framework

Outdated Technology

Secure
Communications
Security Configuration
Settings
Social Engineering

Definition
Medical device security is a shared responsibility between
stakeholders, including health care facilities, patients, providers,
and manufacturers of medical devices. Failure to maintain
cybersecurity can result in compromised device functionality,
loss of data (medical or personal) availability or integrity, or
exposure of other connected devices or networks to security
threats. This in turn may have the potential to result in patient
illness, injury, or death.
The protection of smartphones, tablets, laptops and other portable
computing devices, and the networks they connect to, from
threats and vulnerabilities associated with wireless computing.
Mobile security is also known as wireless security.
An extensible XML schema that enables you to describe the
technical characteristics that identify a known threat, an
attacker’s methodology, or other evidence of compromise.
OpenIOC is designed to fill a void that currently exists for
organizations that want to share threat information both internally
and externally in a machine-digestible format.
Outdated technology refers to outdated/obsolete computer
hardware, software, technology, services or practices.
A
technology often becomes obsolete when replaced by a newer or
better technology.
Telecommunications deriving security through use of NSAapproved products and/or Protected Distribution Systems.
Security Configuration Settings includes how to view, configure,
and analyze local security policy and local security settings.
•

An attempt to trick someone into revealing information (e.g.,
a password) that can be used to attack systems or networks.

•

A general term for attackers trying to trick people into
revealing sensitive information or performing certain
actions, such as downloading and executing files that appear
to be benign but are actually malicious.

•

The process of attempting to trick someone into revealing
information (e.g., a password).

•

An attempt to trick someone into revealing information (e.g.,
a password) that can be used to attack an enterprise.
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Term
STIX - Structured
Threat Information
Expression

TAXII - Trusted
Automation Exchange
of Indicator
Information

Third Party Security
TLP - Traffic Light
Protocol

Unpatched
Vulnerabilities
Virus

Definition
STIX (Structured Threat Information eXpression) is a
standardized XML programming language for conveying data
about cybersecurity threats in a common language that can be
easily understood by humans and security technologies. STIX,
which was originally sponsored by the office of Cybersecurity
and Communications within the United States Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), has been transitioned to OASIS, a
non-profit consortium that seeks to advance the development,
convergence and adoption of open standards for the Internet.
STIX can be used manually or programmatically. Currently
version 1.2 has been released.
Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information
(TAXII™) is a free and open transport mechanism that
standardizes the automated exchange of cyber threat information.
TAXII empowers organizations share situational awareness about
threats with the partners they choose, while leveraging existing
relationships and systems. TAXII is designed to integrate with
existing sharing agreements, including access control limitations.
Currently version 1.2 has been released.
An external person or company that provides goods/services to or
on behalf of a customer organization.
The Traffic Light Protocol (TLP) is a set of designations used to
ensure that sensitive information is shared with the correct
audience. It employs four colors to indicate different degrees of
sensitivity and the corresponding sharing considerations to be
applied by the recipient(s). US-CERT works closely with
domestic agencies, international governments, and private-sector
organizations to coordinate cyber incident identification and
response. TLP provides a simple and intuitive schema for
indicating when and how sensitive cybersecurity information can
be shared within the global cybersecurity community of practice,
encouraging more frequent and effective collaboration between
US-CERT and its partners.
Unpatched vulnerabilities are those which allow malicious actors
entry points into a network. A set of vulnerabilities are
consistently targeted in observed attacks.
Malicious software that can copy itself and infect a computer
without permission or knowledge of the user. A virus might
corrupt or delete data on a computer, use email programs to
spread itself to other computers, or even erase everything on a
hard disk.
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Term
Vulnerability
Management Resources

Zero Day
Vulnerabilities

Direct Patient Care

Health Information
Technology
Health Plans and
Payers

Mortuary Care
Medical Materials

Definition
Vulnerability Management is the iterative process of identifying,
classifying, remediating, and mitigating vulnerabilities.
Appropriate staffing is required for a successful vulnerability
management program. Resource allocation must include the
overall management of the vulnerability program management,
including auditing, as well as technical allocations.
A zero day vulnerability refers to a hole in software that is
unknown to the vendor. This security hole is then exploited by
hackers before the vendor becomes aware and hurries to fix it—
this exploit is called a zero day attack. Uses of zero day attacks
can include infiltrating malware, spyware or allowing unwanted
access to user information. The term “zero day” refers to the
unknown nature of the hole to those outside of the hackers,
specifically, the developers.
Encompasses healthcare systems, associations for doctors and
nurses, medical facilities, public health, and emergency medical
services
Includes medical research institutions, information standards
bodies, and electronic medical record systems vendors.
Includes health insurance companies and plans, local and state
health departments, and state emergency services.

Include organizations in cemetery, cremation, morgue, and
funeral home services.
Medical equipment and supply manufacturing and distribution.

Laboratories, Blood,
and Pharmaceuticals

Includes pharmaceutical manufacturers, drug store chains,
pharmacists’ associations, public and private laboratory
associations, and blood banks.

Public Health

Encompasses both Public health programs and Governmental
public health services.
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